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ABSTRACT

The aim of this work was to find possible ways of improving
polymer thick film resistors by means of investigating their electrical
conduction mechanism(s). The experimental study was performed using
epoxy/conductor mixtures and polymer thick film resistors although
powder mixtures and cermet thick film resistors were also used for
comparative studies.
The experimental work includes the determination of possible
application areas for polymer thick film resistors, characterization
of the blending curves of epoxy/conductor mixtures as a function of
conductor particle size distribution and investigation of the electrical conduction processes in polymer thick film resistors as a
function of temperature and electric field.
The change in absolute resistance value and the ratio tracking
of polymer and cermet thick film resistors were investigated as a
function of temperature. The results were used to identify the possible application areas for polymer thick film resistors. It is shown
that for applications requiring good ratio tracking polymer thick
film resistors/enamelled steel substrate combination could be used
as a cheap alternative to high quality cermet thick film resistors/
alumina substrate combination.
The critical volume fractions of epoxy/conductor mixtures were
found to be high compared to powder mixtures and cermet thick film
resistors. Although the existing models, including the percolation
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models, fail to explain the high critical volume fractions of the
epoxy/conductor mixtures, it was found that the critical exponent
value was in agreement with published results indicating that the
conduction process is mainly percolation-limited.
The critical volume fractions of the epoxy/conductor mixtures
were found to be sensitive to conductor particle size distribution.
This was interpreted in terms of a model whose main parameter was
the contact probability for the conducting particles. It was shown
how the conductor volume fraction and the conductor particle size
distribution influence this contact probability and through it the
position and width of the metal-insulator transition region.

The epoxy/conductor mixtures having high conductor volume
fractions showed temperature switching effects at temperatures close
to the glass-transition temperature of epoxy. It is argued that the
phenomenon is a local rather than a bulk effect and the excessive
heating of the insulating layers along the current path is responsible
for temperature switching. This is supported by differential thermal
analyses of the epoxy and epoxy/conductor mixtures and the dependence of the rate of resistance change to curing conditions and to the
shape of the conductor particles.

The measurement of resistivity as a function of temperature
indicates that, though some linear regions could be identified on
Arrherius plots, the resistors did not have well defined activation
energies. The activation energies were found to decrease as the
temperature increases.

(v)

Although the temperature and electric field dependence of
polymer thick film resistors (In Rcx l/T and lnRc F) suggests
that the mechanisms such as thermal activated tunneling, PooleFrenkel or Schottky emission might be applicable.

It was shown

that the experimental data could not be explained fully be these
mechanisms or by other models proposed in the literature.

The

results of this project have been interpreted in terms of a model
in which the conductor particles act as ionized donor centres in
the insulating matrix where the charge transfer is due to hopping.

Possible ways of improving polymer thick film resistors are
discussed on the basis of the new experimental results.
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CHAPTER

1

: INTRODUCTION

1.1 CIRCUIT INTEGRATION TECHNIQUES

The need for electronic circuits with an increased capability per
unit volume, reduced weight and improved reliability has stimulated the
growth of two major technologies: monolithic integration and hybrid
integration. With the former a complete circuit is fabricated within
one chip of single crystal silicon through a proper sequence of surface
oxidation, photolithography, epitaxial deposition, impurity diffusion,
ion implantation and thin film deposition steps.' With hybrid integration the circuit is obtained by adding the active devices to a
substrate which carries a passive component network.

Where large volume production or standard electrical functions
are required, monolithic integration is given first consideration.
But for many applications monolithic circuits may not have the necessary
performance since they have limited power dissipation, frequency
response, high current handling and/or high voltage capability. Hybrid
technology is not considered to be a competitor to monolithic integration technology, but it plays a supporting role and allows many of
the advantages of additional integration to be carried into the system
level. It also has advantages in design flexibility and straightforward component adjustment.

Two technologies have been used for making hybrid circuits: thin
film and thick film technology. With the first, thin layers (up to
100 rim) of conductive, resistive and insulating materials are sequen-

tially vacuum-deposited or sputtered onto a substrate.2 The films
can be patterned by using masks during deposition or more usually by
selective photolithographic and etching techniques. 2 With thick
film technology, specially formulated pastes are applied in the desired
pattern onto a substrate by a variety of techniques, and then fired at
relatively high temperatures. A proper sequence of deposition and
firing operations using different paste combinations for resistors,
conductors and dielectrics allows a set of interconnected individual
passive components to be obtained. In both cases the hybrid circuit
is completed by assembling the active devices, attaching the terminations to the external environment and providing an encapsulation.

Resistors

Thick Films

Thin Films

Sheet resistance (/o)

1 - 107

50 - io

Power dissipation (w cm-')

5

1

TCR (ppm K')

+50

+10

Trimmed tolerance (%)

0.2

0.01

Long term stability (%)

0.3

0.1

Capacitance (pF rnni 2 )

100

500

TCC (ppm K 1 )

+1000

+200

Tolerance (%)

+20

+10

Stability (%)

+3

+1

Capacitors

Table 1.1: Performance of thin and thick film devices
(Taken from reference 3)
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Some features of thin and thick film passive components are
listed in Table 1.1. Although thin films have superior tolerance and
stability and provide a higher component stability, a broader frequency response and a higher packing density, the characteristics of
thick films are suitable for a large range of applications, since
they have advantages of higher power dissipation, higher current
handling, higher voltage capabilities and low cost for volume production.

1.2 THICK FILM TECHNOLOGY

Thick film technology provides a custom interconnection system
for solid-state components and passive elements. It is currently
used for electronic circuits throughout the frequency spectrum' and
over a wide range of power ratings, including applications requiring
the highest reliability.' The term "thick film", implies at least
an order of magnitude difference over the thickness of deposits laid
down by thin film technology. In most cases, the final thick film
is many microns thick (typically 20im).

Thick film pastes consist of a mixture of finely divided metal
or semiconductor and insulating powders dispersed in an organic
vehicle. Pastes are applied in the desired pattern onto a substrate
by a variety of techniques such as screen printing. They are then
dried and fired to produce hard durable film. Historically, the
deposition of thick films has its root in the decoration of ceramics
and glassware which is an art that can be traced to prehistoric times.
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The birth of modern thick film technology dates back tQ 1950 when
the first hybrids were made using screen-printed resistors for a
military fuse program.5 From 1950 until the present, thick films
have been used to implement passive elements and hybrid circuits. It
is a constantly evolving technology and has taken over many standard
thin film applications (Table 1.2) as well as finding new ones such
as the construction of gas discharge displays,' thermal print heads,798
sensors for temperature, 9511 carbon monoxide, 12 pressure 12 and pH;'
and microwave waveguides.'°

Fields of Application

1970

1975

1980

Entertainment

Thick

Thick

Thick

Automative

Thick

Thick

Thick

Computer

Thin, Thick

Thick

Thick

Space and Military

Thin, Thick

Thin, Thick

Thick, Thin

Telephonic frequencies

Thin, Thick

Thick, Thin

Thick

Microwave frequencies

Thin

Thin

Thin, Thick

Thin, Thick

Thin, Thick

Thick, Thin

Telecommunication

Instrumentation

Table 1.2: Fields of application of thin and thick film technologies
(Taken from reference 3)

The principal attraction lies in the simplicity and the economy
of the process and the material part of the technology which is summarized in the next section.
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1.3 THICK FILM MATERIALS

It is possible to group thick film materials into four main groups,
namely, substrates, resistors, conductors and dielectrics. In addition,
organic vehicles will also be considered since they are one of the
common ingredients of all resistor, conductor and dielectric pastes
and responsible for the printing and drying characteristics and partly
for the structural anomalies of the fired deposits..

From the point of view of the cost of the circuitry, thick film
materials account for approximately 75-80% of the total cost.'5 This
has led to the development of new and cheaper materials such as
enamelled steel and pQ1Jir1c substrates, resin based and base metal
resistive and conductive pastes. Although these new materials have
been successful in reducing cost and extending thick film technology
into new application areas they have not yet been fully evaluated.

1.3.1

SUBSTRATE

The base material on which a thick film circuit is made is
the substrate. It is required to satisfy certain mechanical, physical,
thermal and chemical requirements which may be summarized as follows:

Good electrical insulation
Strong, stable support for the components
Good thermal conductivity
Chemical inactivity
Low surface roughness

r;i

Good dimensional stability
Compatible thermal expansion with the components
Suitability for mechanical workmanship
Low cost

Most of these requirements are, for the vast majority of applications,
sufficiently satisfied by a number of substrate materials such as
alumina, beryllia, enamelled steel, glass etc.

The most widely used substrate material is alumina which consists
of 85-97%aluniniumoxide bound together with a glassy flux. Many characteristics of the substrates may be optimized for a specific application either by the manufacturer or by the user by using suitable
pastes. However, the thermal conductivity which directly influences
resistor design"'17 cannot easily be changed. For example, the
thermal conductivity of substrates with high alumina content (99.5 99.7%), which are used at microwave frequencies because of their low
dielectric losses and high dielectric constants, is better than the
widely used 96% alumina substrate. However, the adhesion of fired
inks to these substrates is inferior.' 8

From the thermal conductivity point of view, the enamelled
steel substrate seems promising'921 (although at low power ratings
heat dissipation is poorer than for the 96% alumina substrate due to
the low thermal conductivity of enamel : at high power ratings it is
very much better 22). Moreover, enamelled steel substrates cost less
and can easily be produced in large areas and special shapes. 23
However, the inks used on these substrates are not as stable as

7

those used on alumina and it seems the enamelled substrate is chemically
more active.2 Polymeric substrates" are also obtainable and are used
wherever flexibility and lightness are important.

1.3.2 ORGANIC VEHICLES

The vehicle component of thick film compositions is an organic
medium in which the inorganic ingredients are carried. Its main function
is to enable the deposition of the inorganic powder components onto the
substrate surface with a defined geometry and to provide temporary adhesion to the substrate. The organic vehicle is responsible for the
flow characteristics of the composition and for the drying role of
the composition on the screen and of the print.

A typical organic vehicle for cermet typepastes basically contains"
a mixture of terpinol-type solvents such as terpinol or butyl cellulose
and cellulose-type resins such as ethyl cellulose which acts as a
binder. The relative amounts of resins and solvent are adjusted to
obtain the required viscosity. The vehicle also contains surface
active agents to ensure dispersion of the inorganic particles and
adequate wetting of the substrate. A flow control agent such as 2Furoic acid is sometimes added to restrict ink flow during drying. In
the case of resin-based pastes, the compositions of organic vehicle,
although they alsocontain solvents, surfactants and flow control
agents may be different since the insulator phase itself is a resin and
may act as a binder.

Re

The solvents evaporate during the settling and drying and the
remaining resin part, in the case of cermet pastes, burns out completely
during the firing process. However, unless it dries and burns smoothly,
it can adversely affect the structure (Section 1.4.5, Fig 1.8)

and

thereby the electrical properties of the deposits.

Most vehicle compositions are designed to exhibit a mixture of
pseudoplastic and thixotropic flow behaviour, that is, the vehicle
viscosity decreases in response to shear and increases to a high
value on cessation of shear.'8 (Fig 1.1). This behaviour permits
the levelling of screen mesh marks on the print surface and helps to
keep the deposition geometry as close as possible to its original
value.

10,
cv,

5

10

15

20

Shear stress (xlO 3 Pa)
Figure 1.1: Flow behaviour of a typical thick film paste.
(Taken from reference34).

RESISTORS

1.3.3

Resistor inks consistof finely divided (typically O.lpm) metal
oxides which have resistivities higher than those of metals and positive
temperature coefficients of resistance. They can be mixed with an
insulating component such as glass powder or resins dispersed in an
organic vehicle. Thick film resistor inks are usually produced in
decade resistance values over a very wide range - from about 1.01/
Depending on sheet resistivity, TCR values are usually

to 10 M2/c.

within the range +300 ppm/K.

Although the resistivity, TCR and vol,tage characteristics
of the film are basically a function of the relative amount of
conductor in the fired film, these characteristics are usually modified
metals such as Ag, Au, Pb, Nb, Zn etc.,

by adding some amount of

to get the desired properties.18 Different resistor families are
therefore suited to different applications. The characteristics and
primary components of some commercially available resistor systems
are given in Table1.3.

TCR (ppm/K)
Firin9
Temp(°C) (25-125°C)

Resistivity
(Q/)

Manufacturer

Series

Components

ESL

RS-150-14

Resin-based

150

-600

10K

EMCA

Firon

Ru/Glass

985

+125

10K

Du-pont

7837

Pd/PdO/Ag/glass

760

+100

12K

Table 1.3: Characteristics of three commercially available thick
film resistors.
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Many variables, such as type of conductor,

type of substrate 27,28

environmental conditions "printing parameters ,'8'
29 drying and
firing conditions,'8'
3° etc, affect the value of the resistor and its
characteristics and stability. All these factors are evaluated in the
literature for the most widely used resistor systems, namely those
based on Pd/Ag'8'
31'
32 and Ru02.29'
33 RuO2 based resistor systems
have been shown to be the most stable and reproducible systems since
the oxide (RuO2) is much more stable up to high temperature than PdO
used in the early Pd/Ag systems.33'
34 However, the substitutional
chemistry of RuO2 based systems is not as rich as that for Pd/Ag
systems.

Nevertheless there exist several alloys such as Bi2 Ru207,

Pb2Ru2 07 and T1 2 Ru2 07 which may be used as the basis for resistor
systems.

The above mentioned systems are all air-firable and use expensive base metals. Recently, much effort has been devoted to replace
them with systems based on cheap metals ,3538 such as Cu. However
some practical problems still remain to be solved. Moreover, many of
these new systems require a nitrogen atmosphere for firing.

1.3.4 CONDUCTORS

Thick film conductor compositions consist essentially of a
finely divided metal powder (typically 0.1-lpm) and a small quantity
of bonding agent dispersed in an organic vehicle. In thick film
circuits, conductors function as bonding sites for discrete active
and passive devices and as interconnections between the circuitry and

the leads for external connection. Key performance requirements are:
Low resistivity

-

Good adhesion
Compatibility with other printed parts
Ability to print fine lines
Solderability and solder leach resistance
Suitability for wire bonding
Suitability for chip attachment
Long term stability
Most of the thick film conductors in current use are based on
Au, Ag, base metals such as Cu, Ni" and binary alloys of Au, Ag, Pt
and Pd. Apart from the base metal conductors, which require a nitrogen firing atmosphere, they are all air-fireable. Sheet resistance
values range from about 2 z2/o to 100 tnQ/o. The properties of the
thick film conductors in common use are discussed in the literature18 ' 31 '3
with respect to the key performance requirements listed above. Table
1.4 shows a list of key characteristics of some commercial conductors.
Conductor

Resistivity
(Q/o)

Adhesion

Wire Bonding
UltraThermal
sonic
Comp.

Au

0.002

Very good

Yes

Yes

Excellent

Pd/Ag

0.01 - 0.04

Good

Yes

-

Good

Pt/Ag

0.01 - 004

Good

No

Yes

Good

Pd/Au

0.04 - 0.01

Very Good

Yes

Pt/Au

0.08 - 0.01

Very Good

Yes

Table 1.4:

Characteristics of some commonly used thick film

-

conductors (Taken from reference 18).

Solder Leach
resistance
(tin/lead)

Excellent
Excellent
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Two types of bonding agents, glasses and metal oxides are used.
Although the glass-based conductors have low firing temperatures
(....850 0 C), they generally show poorer adhesion, solderability and
bonding characteristics than the high fired (_950°C) oxide conductors
because of the glass-rich regions on the surface of the conductor. 3
0
Most of the commercial inks use low-fired (.850 C) mixed oxide/glass
bonding agents.

1.3.5 DIELECTRICS

Dielectric inks are used for electrical insulations where it
is desired to form cross-avers or multilayer circuits, for thick
film capacitors and for protecting the circuit elements against
adverse environments. Since the requirements for each application
differ, (Table

different formulations are used.'8 ' 3

What-

ever the application, dielectric inks are required to have a low
firing temperature, usually below 500 - 600°C, to allow multiple
firing. For maximum strength and for minimization of the stress
cracking of the circuit elements, they should also have a slightly
lower thermal expansion coefficient than the conductors so that the
dielectric is under slight compressive stress. Generally, two or
three layers of dielectric are printed to minimize the possibility
of pinholes.

For cross-overs and multilayers, glasses, crystallizable
glasses and crystal-filled glasses are used. Crystal-filled
glasses are particularly preferred since their physical properties
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such as thermal expansion coefficients and thermal conductivities
can easily be adjusted for a specific application by choosing the
proper matrix and the volume fraction of the constituents .34

Electni cal
insulation ()

Cross-over/
Nultilayer

Capacitor

>io'

>1010

Encapsulant

Dielectric constant 6 - 15

6 - 1500

6 - 10

Breakdown voltage
(V)

.500

..500

Low

High

Thermal conductivity (Watt cm K)

>500

0.02

Firing Temperature (°C)

850 - 950

850 - 950

450 - 550

Dissipation
factor (%)

0.05 - 1.5

0.05 - 2.5

0.3 - 1.7

Thermal expan.
coeff. (10 6 /K)

8 - 10

8 - 10

8 - 10

Table 1.5: Characteristics of three types of thick film dielectrics.
(Taken from reference 18).

The capacitor dielectric may be comprised of glasses, glass
ceramics, ferroelectnic crystalline oxides or some combination of
these materials. Dielectric constants of 10 to 1500 are available
which gives specific capacitance values of 175 pF/cm2 to 2.6 nE/cm2 .
Dielectric compositions with dielectric constants greater than 15
have a high dissipation factor, low voltage strength and are sensitive to environmental conditions such as temperature and moisture.

18,41

They are porous and require encapsulation for protection from adverse
environmental conditions.

Because of this, chip or conventional

capacitors are used for applications where high stability is important.
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Both organic and glass coatings are used for encapsulation.
These dielectrics have the lowest firing temperature. They interface
simultaneously with the conductors, the dielectric, the substrate
and the resistors and should have only a minimal adverse effect on
the electrical characteristics of the circuit elements.

1.4

THICK FILM PROCESS

Thick film inks can be deposited onto the substrate by a
variety of techniques such as spraying,4 ' screen printing, writing""'
etc. In this section, the basic thick film process steps which are
'involved in a typical screen printing technique will be described.
However the general process sequence (Fig 1.2) is independent of
the deposition technique.
Design

I
I

Screen Production
Printing

I
I
I

Dry & Fire

I

-Component adjustment I
Assembly and Test
Packaging

I

Fig 1.2: The basic thick film process steps

Details of the basic process steps for screen printing
technique together with specific and general factors that must be
taken into account in each step are shown in Fig 1.3. As can be

General factors

Specific factors

system design

Design stage

Are the required specifications and the
values of the passive
components within the
limits of thick film
components?

YES
Req. Phys. Specif.
(Dimen. packag. No of pin"
noose the substrate
etc)
nd substrate dimenions
Operational character.,
(Power ratings, RCR, VCR
ratio
I track).

NO

cost

Manufactu'er 'S
specifications

elect. charac.,
VCR stability etc.

Choose thick film

Substrate
criaracterist-ics

pastes.
Cost

operational charact.,

Prepare the substrate

(Power rating, trimming,

layout

—temp.

dimensions

AL

Screen production

Prepare the masks for
each resistor, conductor and insulator
layer.

Prepare the screens
for each mask.

Fig 1.3: Detailed thick film process steps (Continued)

Printing

Drying and firing

Component adjustmen

Assembly and test

Packaging

Fig 1.3: Detailed thick film process steps.
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seen, most of the critical decisions must be taken in the design
stage by considering both the system's specifications and the material
side of the technology. Design stage requires a great degree of
flexibility and the ability to think through all the process stages
at the beginning. Any mistake at this stage is very costly and
generally necessitates returning to the system design stage. The
rest of the steps are related to manufacturing and are straightforward and well established. However, they are also important
and may irreversibly affect the final circuit performance by altering
the structure and the geometry of the deposited layers.

The design stage is strongly related to the thick film
materials which are discussed in Section 1.3. In this section, the
material independent part of the design and process will be discussed
by assuming that the materials were chosen by optimizing all the
related factors shown in Fig 1.3.

1.4.1 SUBSTRATE LAYOUT

An essential part of the fabrication of a thick film circuit
is the substrate layout which is used to define the geometries of
the components. It is essentially the superposition of a set of
drawings. Each drawing in the set contains all the component
patterns which are to be printed simultaneously in a specific
stage of printing. The drawings must all be to the same scale with
the components exactly in the required position. The substrate layout of three circuits, differential amplifier, R-2R resistor network

16

of a 12-bit DAC and instrumentation amplifiers are shown in Fig 1.4.

In determining the component dimensions it is necessary to
conform to a number of design rules. As far as conductors and component spacing is concerned, these rules are defined by the accuracy
that can be achieved by the printing technique used. For resistors,
they are also determined by the need to avoid electrode effects'"
and hot spots. 5 Minimum dimensions for the conventional thick film
printing technique are given in Table 1.6. It is worth noting that
the density of a single layer thick film circuit is limited by the
dimensions given in Table 1.6.

Resistor length

>1 mm

Resistor width

>1 mm

Aspect ratio

0.2< A.R.<5

Resistor - Conductor overlap >0.5 mm
Conductor width

>0.125 mm

Separation between the
components

>0.125 mm

Table 1.6: Minimum dimensions for the conventional thick film
printing technique.

Once the designer has chosen the materials to be used the
characteristics of the components can only be adjusted by adjusting
the geometries. Providing that the minimum dimensions are observed,
which is necessary to optimize the yield, the circuit designer has
great flexibility for conductor dimensions. However the resistor

11ff

lAh/

11W

fli!iII1IO1U

(b)

(c)

Fig 1.4: The substrate layout of a) Instrumentation amplifier b) R-2R resistor network of a DAC
c) Differential amplifier. The layouts a) and c) were designed to accept either chips
or conventional packages.
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dimensions must be calculated to optimize the yield of trimmable
resistors, which is essential for the economy of the process, by
considering the maximum power to be dissipated in the resistor and
the power handling capacity of the substrate. 16 As well as the
component dimensions, the specific requirements of the system must
be observed at this stage. For example; designing a high speed
digital thick film hybrid 6 requires reduction in signal delays and
signal reflections in the conductor lines and cross-talk between
the signal lines. Therefore, the spacing between the signal lines
must be maximised, the number of cross-over and the number of right
angle bends must be minimized etc,.

Resistors must be printed in the middle of the substrates and
close to each other wherever close temperature or ratio tracking is
required. Otherwise, the positions of both the active devices and
the resistors as well as the resistor values must be adjusted to
avoid hot spots on the substrate to increase the reliability. 5
Thermal and general design rules are discussed by many authors in
the literature.

1.4.2 MASK MAKING

Once the substrate layout is prepared the next stage is the
production of the artwork for each individual conductor, resistor
and insulator layer. The artwork is drawn at about 20 times the
required size and will then be photographically reduced to the
exact size to form the mask for each layer. A two layer plastic

II

material (rubylith) is used, one layer being red, the other transparent. The method of use is to cut the desired pattern in the
red plastic layer and then strip the red areas corresponding to
the components leaving transparent windows. The sheet is then
photographed using a photographic emulsion which is insensitive to
red light. Thus, if a negative film is used, the pattern of the
clear window in the plastic will form a dark area when the film
is developed (Fig 1.5).

:diJj
I E;juIl .
ei

- I-

-- I—
I I-

:

(a)

II

(b)

Fig 1.5: Masks of the substrate layout shown in Fig 1.4
a) Conductor b) Resistor pattern
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1.4.3 SCREENS AND SCREEN PREPARATION

The screen which is responsible for the definition of the
printed pattern on the substrate consists of a mesh stretched tightly
over and fixed to a frame. The mesh is coated with a photosensitive
emulsion which will be exposed to UV light to produce a copy of the
mesh. (Fig 1.6). During exposure, the emulsion under the transparent
areas of the mask is polymerized by UV light. This provides a
stencil that is not soluble in water. The unexposed areas can then
be washed away, leaving the exposed areas to form the stencil on
the mesh.

S

Fig 1.6: An exposed nylon screen. The unexposed areas (white area)
are washed away leaving an exact copy of the mask.

The most widely used screens are made with polyester or stainless steel mesh. Apart from the mesh material, screens are specified
by their mesh counts, weaves and emulsion thickness. They all affect
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the geometry of the deposits and through it electrical characteristics as well. Their effects have been evaluated and discussed
in the literature. 18,29

1.4.4

PRINTING

Many techniques such as brushing, spraying, screen printing,
writing etc, can be used for laying down the patterns of the circuit
on the substrate. The most widely used technique is screen printing.
A typical printing machine is shown in Fig 1.7.

During the screen printing process, the screen is held about
1.5 - 2 mm above the substrate. A squeegee- is drawn across the
screen, carrying the ink in front of it. The screen is deflected
by the downward pressure of the squeegee so that it makes contact
with the substrate along its length which prevents sideways spread
of the ink. When the squeegee passes over the open areas of the
stencil the ink is forced through the mesh onto the substrate. As
the squeegee progresses, the screen area it has passed returns to
its undeflected position, but surface tension causes the ink to
remain on the substrate.18 At this stage the ink surface is textured
by the mesh pattern of the screen. However, the viscosity characteristics of the ink (Section 1.3.2) are such that the ink is able to
settle in a few seconds and the mesh pattern is smoothed out. 18
The increased viscosity of the ink then prevents it from spreading
too much. After completion of a print run the squeegee is raised
and returned to its original starting position and the ink is re-
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distributed over the screen. At this stage, the viscosity of the
ink, though smaller, is close to its original value.
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Fig 1.7: Photograph of a typical thick film screen printer.

The quality of the deposits produced by the screen printing
,
technique is affected by the printer variables 18 21 listed below:

The squeegee's travelling speed.
The screen-to-substrate distance.
The squeegee's downward pressure.
The squeegee's attack angle.

These variables, which can change even during printing, must be
optimized for each printer and kept constant as far as possible.
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1.4.5 DRYING AND FIRING

The levelling process, which starts immediately the
component is printed, takes about 10 - 15 minutes to be completed.
During this time the substrates are left flat at room temperature
in a dust free atmosphere. The substrates are then dried at well
above the room temperature (e.g. in the case of cermet pastes around
120°C, in the case of resin-based pastes around 80°C) for about 15
minutes in a box oven to dry off the low boiling point solvents in
the ink.

Drying conditions are not always critical.

However,

high rate of evaporation of the solvent can cause some structural
anomalies (Fig l.a).

Fig 1.8: SEM micrograph of dried EMCA-1441 resistive paste showing
the structural anomaly caused by improper drying.

After drying, the substrates are fired using the specific
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temperature profile recommended by the paste manufacturer. Since
the formulation of basic resistor and organic vehicles are different for cermet and resin-based pastes (Section 1.3.2 and 1.3.3) the
reactions which happen during the firing process are different and
different temperature profiles are required. For cermet pastes,
a belt furnace having a temperature profile similar to that shown
in Fig l.9 is used.

During the first part of the profile, the

remaining organic binders are burned off. The rate of increase
of temperature must be controlled closely to make sure that all
the organic binders are burned out, otherwise when the glass
melts, the remaining binders in the resistor form bubblesand
alter the final resistivity. To avoid this,the substrates
pass through a plateau just before the peak temperature. In the
second stage of the firing cycle the temperature increases to its
peak value, usually around 850°C, and the glass compound melts
and flows between the metal particles. The molten glass provides
adhesion to the substrate, a sealing protection for the top surface
of trie resistor and cohesion in the bulk of the resistor.

The

substrates then pass into the third region where they cool at
a controlled rate.

Internal stresses caused by the glass solidi-

fication are released in the final part of this cycle.

If the

cooling is too rapid and these stresses are not released, microcracks appear and change the resistivity upwards.'8
For resin-based pastes which require low firing temperatures,
around 150°C, a box oven is commonly used. Different structural
changes occur in polymer thick film pastes during the firing process.
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Fig 1.9: A typical furnace profile used for cermet pastes.
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The remaining solvent which is trapped by a thin layer of surface
film formed during drying" is evaporated. Depending on the paste
formulation, this process might be very slow. When evaporation is
complete, the polymer shrinks and solidifies 5

The internal stress

caused by polymer shrink and solidification is released during the
cooling cycle. However, the cooling condition is not as critical
as cermet pastes, since the film remains slightly plastic.
The resistivity of thick film resistors decreases with increasing
firing temperature and the time spent at peak temperature!' This is
probably due to both structural changes" and complex material
interactions .3 ' Apart from structural changes, chemical reactions
may also take place during the firing process. Such reactions are
particularly important for resistors. In resin-based resistors the
insulator phase is mostly affected by chemical reactions such as
polymerization. However, in cermet resistors usually the conductive
phase is affected by chemical reactions. 11,14 Moreover, material
doping may also occur during the firing process and decrease the
resistivity. Thus, resistor yield depends crucially on the reproducibility of the firing profile.

1.4.6 TRIMMING
Thick film resistors generally have a spread of approximately
+25% about their mean fired value and may sometimes differ by as
much as 100% from their design values. A resistor can be brought to
a specified value by a number of methods such as refiring, selective
cutting etc.

Since many of the methods do not permit monitoring of
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the resistance value during the adjustment, only trimming by selective
removal of material is widely used. The resistor value can therefore
only be adjusted upwards. Two techniques are widely used.

a)

Abrasive trimming: This involves abrading the

resistor with a jet of alumina powder .kS

In the air-

abrassive equipment (Fig 1.10) pressurized air or inert
gas is used to generate a constant stream of abrasive from
a mixing chamber through a fine nozzle. The accuracy of
abrasive trimming can be around ±0.5% with a suitably
designed resistor and trimming rate.

S

ii

"R

Fig 1.10: Air abrasive trimming equipment
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b) Laser Trimming: In laser trimming,18 the resistor
material is vaporized with pulses from a laser (YAG
laser is usually employed). Ideally all of the resistor
pigment is evaporated away by the pulse or dispersed in
non-conducting form. After exposure to the high energy
pulse, the molten glass resolidifies and seals the raw
edge. Final accuracy is better than +0.1%.
In both methods of trimming, the resistor value is monitored
during trimming and the process is stopped when the target value
has been reached. Both trimming techniques have some advantages
and disadvantages which make them favourable for a specific application. The characteristics of these two trimming techniques are
summarized in Table 1.7.
Abrasive Trimming Laser Trimmin
Trimming speed

Slow

Fast

Automation

Manual

Fully automated

Cost per trimmed unit

Low for small
scale

Low for large
scale

TCR

More positive

Either way

Humidity sensitivity

Increased

Same

Stability

Low due to mech.
stresses

Low due to Mech. and
thermal stresses

Microcracks

Not significant

nigh due to thermal
cycles

Resistor noise

Increased

Increased

Cleanliness

Dirty and noisy

Clean

Capital investment

Low

High

Capacitor trimming

Yes

No

Functional trimming

Yes

Yes

Damage to other parts

Bare chips, bonds No damage

Accuracy

+0.5%

Table 1.7:

±0.1%

Characteristics of abrasive and laser trimming.
(Taken from reference 18, 49 - 51).
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Whatever method of trimming is used, the trimming does not leave the
remaining structure unscathed. Therefore, the environmental stability
and the electrical characteristics of the trimmed resistors can be
expected to change with respect to untrimmed resistors. 495 ' To avoid
hot spots, no more than 50% of the resistor material should be removed! 1,11,41
Resistors to be trimmed are generally designed with a suitable size and
shape"' 52 and are located near the edge of the substrate to ensure that
other parts of the circuit are not harmed during trimming.

One of the most important features of trimming is functional
trimming , 8 a trimming technique that allows one to adjust the output
characteristics of the circuit, such as frequency and voltage, rather
than the resistor values. This technique involves working on a circuit
which has been completed by attachment of active devices. Resistors
are actually trimmed while the circuit is operating until the desired
output is obtained.

1.5

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The overall objective of this project is to seek possible ways
of improving the electrical properties of high resistivity polymer
thick film resistors by examining the primary factors controlling those
properties.

As outlined in the previous section, cermet thick film circuits
are well established for many types of high quality hybrid circuit.
The most important feature of polymer resistors is that they are cheaper
than cermets. This is enough to make the material attractive for many

circuits used in consumer and automative appications where low cost
must be combined with high reliability. The relatively poor temperature performance of polymer thick film resistors can be compensated
in part by using enamelled steel substrates to give good thermal coupling
between adjacent components.
To date no systematic study has been made of the factors which
control conductivity in polymer thick film resistors, hence the motivation for this project. The electrical properties of polymer resistors
may be expected to be related to their microstructure which in turn is
characterized by the film composition and by structural features of the
conducting phase such as particle size distribution. Any identification
of the exact interaction between these features in commercial polymer
resistors is difficult: the additives they contain to improve printability makes it difficult to determine the active conductor volume
fraction and it is not easy to control the structural features of the
small particles used. To analyse these relations in polymer resistors,
it is necessary to simplify the basic ingredients involved. At its
most basic level, the resistor consists of a dispersion of a conducting
phase in a continuous insulating (polymer) medium. The starting point
for the experimental work of this project was therefore to produce
simple polymer/conductor mixtures. Although they are not suitable for
practical applications they show the same basic structural features
as the commercial materials but with the added advantage that the
experimental variables such as conductor volume fraction and particle
size distribution can easily be controlled.
The main disadvantage of this simple polymer/conductor mixture
approach is that because of the large particle sizes used, their micro-
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structure and conduction processes may not be the same as commercial
polymer resistors. As far as the effects of particle size distribution and conductor volume fraction on the sample resistivity are
concerned, the results can be generalised to include commercial
polymer resistors. However, when investigating the mechanisms of
electrical conduction this approach is unacceptable. This is a
serious restriction to the relevance of this experimental approach
so the investigation of electrical conduction mechanisms has to be
carried out on commercial polymer resistors. The effect of additives
can however be identified and the practical film performance can be
related to that of the simple structure by studying all the resistors
in a particular resistor family and by establishing the position of
each resistor on its resistivity vs. composition curve.

The specific objectives of this project are:

To determine the influence of enamelled steel substrates
on the temperature performance of polymer thick film resistors and
identify the application areas specially suited for the polymer
resistor-enamelled steel substrate combination.

To determine the effect of conductor particle size
distribution on the film resistivity and on the electrical properties
of polymer thick film resistors.

To determine the doriiiriant electrical conduction mechanisms
in polymer thick film resistors and relate the various material properties with system performance.
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CHAPTER

2

: THE STRUCTURE AND ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

OF THICK FILM RESISTORS

2.1

INTRODUCTION

As pointed out in Chapter 1, the strength of thick film technology
is a consequence of function, size, and unit cost trade-offs; advances
in materials have played a major role relative to each of these factors.
Compatible resistive, conductive and insulator inks, though their formulations are essentiallybasechon emprical approaches and experience, can
always be found for a particular application. For many applications
these materials can easily meet the required specifications. But for
some modern applications in which high circuit density, stability and
reliability are required simultaneously thick film technology is
stretched to its limits and in some cases, despite its cost disadvantages, thin film technology is employed. Indeed, it is in this extreme
case that the problems facing thick film technology, particularly the
materials points, are best identified.

Among the thick film materials, resistors have always had particular importance since stability, reliability and circuit density are
largely determined by them. To achieve higher circuit densities than
what has already been obtained for example, it is usually necessary
to reduce the resistor dimensions, which can, of course, only be
done by using inks with higher sheet resistivities. However, as sheet
resistivity increases, resistor characteristics, and thus stability
and reliability, become poorer. Therefore, the basic problem is how
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to improve the resistor characteristics particularly at high
resistivities. Ink manufacturers are known to solve this problem
to some extent by adding some additional materials, known as modifiers,
to the inks. However, as also mentioned before, their approach is
empirical and does not solve the basic problems. An understanding
of the conduction mechanism(s) in the resistive material is required.

In this Chapter, the electrical conduction mechanisms which
were originally proposed for cermet thick film resistors (TFR) and
their applicability to polymer TFR's (PTFR!s) will be discussed.
Also, the basic differences between the cermet and polymer TFR's
will be identified. However, it is necessary first to look at the
general characteristics of the insulator phase in PTFR's, namely
the polymers, since it differs significantly from that in cermet
resistors.

2.2 THE PROPERTIES OF POLYMERS

A polymer may be defined as a large molecule built up by
repetition of small single chemical units called monomers. During
the polymerization process, monomers joint up to form the polymer"
For example;
Polymerization
n(CH2 = CH)
I

Cl
Monomer

—(CH2 - CH)
In
Cl
Polymer

Although, in the above example, the polymer has a linear chain
structure, it is also possible to produce other structures. For
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example, two simple molecules such as phthalic acid (P) and glycerol
(G) can react at each point and lead initially to branched chain
structures. In due course these branched molecules join up leading
to a cross-linked three-dimensional product.

P

I

This cross-linked

P
P-G

G-P-G P-G

P-G-P
I G Heat/
I I U
catalyst
P-G
P-G

P-G-P-G
I I I
P-G P-G

Branched Branched
polymer polymer

Cross-linked polymer

G-P-G

structure can also be obtained by mixing two low molecular weight,
small, branched molecules. These small branched molecules, which
are quite stable at room temperature join together under the influence
of heat or catalysts and some cross linking occurs. These materials
are usually known as "thermosetting plastics" and are commonly used
in PTFRs,25 epoxy resins are an example.

The typical states of polymers are the glassy, the rubbery
and the semicrystalline states, all of which are thermodynamically
metastable.53 None of these polymer states shows perfect longrange order. 53 The form which a polymer composition takes at any
given temperature depends in a complex way on many parameters, such
as the type and extend of cross linking, the ability of the polymer
to

crystallise and the molecular weight.

53-55

This is illu-

strated in Fig 2.1 which shows the forms taken by semicrystalline
linear polymers as a function of molecular weight. Nearly all the

properties of polymers are determined primarily by the phase transitions and the temperatures at which they occur. 5355

----G--
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W

Viscous /
liquid
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WI

Leathery
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I

Rigid (Semi)-Crystalline

Molecular Weight

Fig 2.1: Temperature - Molecular weight diagram for semicrystalline
polymers. 1) Glass transition 2) Melting point 3) Diffuse
transition 4) Thermal decomposition (Taken from ref 53).

In addition to their thermodynamical behaviour, polymers have
interesting electrical characteristics. Although the resistivity of
polymers is very high ( -. 10 15 m) it changes with temperature in the
same manner as intrinsic semiconductors,

P = p0

exp(E/kT)

54956-58

i.e. according to

Equ-2.1

where E is the activation energy (0.06 - 4eV),p0 is a constant and
k is Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature in Kelvin.
Although the form of Equ-2.1 suggests that band theory could be used
to explain the experimental data the very low mobilities (106 - 10'°
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m2 V 1sec')57'"associated with polymers make this description
doubtful . 5 ''59 Moreover, the use of band theory implies a periodicity which is of course difficult to justify in polymers. Activated
tunneling and hopping models also predict a resistivity change given
by Equ-2.1 and they do not require long range order. But the important quantity is now the overlap of electronic wave functions on
neighbouring molecules 5 "59 which may be expected to be related
with the structural units, i.e. the aromatic rings in the polymer
structure. 57
Nevertheless, the polymers exhibit electronic conduction and
as with the inorganic semiconductors, "the organic semiconductors"
are also characterized by the nature and type of the carriers which
appears to dominate in the carrying of the current. 56 Polymers also
show current noise of the 1/f type where f is the noise frequency,
but the noise spectra showa superposition of simple relaxation
effects. 6° Noise voltage is proportional to the applied voltage
at low voltages but at high voltages it shows saturation effects. 60

2.3 MICROSTRUCTURE OF THICK FILM RESISTORS

Film structure is of particular importance because all the
models concerning the conduction mechanisms in TFR's which will be
discussed in Section 2.4 are based on certain assumptions about the
microstructure and the interactions between the two principal phases.
It is often true to say that these assumptions determine the validity
limits of the models. Several experimental techniques such as optical
inspection, X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy (SEM),
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transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and microprobe analysis are
employed to analyse the film structure. However, none of these
techniques is sufficient alone to give a complete picture of the
film structure; rather they complement each other.

Because the development of the film structure is very complex
and affected by a variety of parameters, even resistors which have
been prepared under the same conditions from the same ink may not
necessarily have exactly the same structure. Nevertheless, the
chaotic arrangement of particles always forms a structure having
similar characteristic features. It is these common features that
may be related to the common electrical properties of the films.
According to the type of insulator phase used, there are two types
of TFR: cermet and polymer TFRs. These two types exhibit substantially different structural and electrical characteristics. By
comparing these two, it may be possible to see the influence of the
microstructure on the electrical properties of the film.

2.3.1 CERMET THICK FILM RESISTORS

The structure of cermet TFR5 has been the subject of many
studies and relative to PTFRs their morphology and the structure of
their constituents and the interactions between them are well
documented. These materials have been extensively investigated by
Vest29 , who argued that the relatively small conductor particles
(<O.lpm) are wetted by the molten glass during the firing process
and are drawn together by the surface tension of the glass to form
conducting channels. He assumes that within these conducting channels
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the conducting particles are mainly in direct contact as a result of
sintering and dissolution of the conductor particles. Although
conducting channels in cermet TFR's have been observed by many
workers29'
471,61 using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) the
conducting channel model and Vest's mechanism for the formation of
the conducting channels have been criticised extensively.471,62963

In Vest's model" material is exchanged between adjacent
conductor particles by dissolution, which causes corners to be
rounded and small particles to be assimilated by larger particles.
Hence after firing, some change in particle shape and size distribution is expected. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) inspections" indicate no change in the shape of particles but some
increase in the average particle size, although this is difficult
to quantify from TEM micrographs becuase of the clustering and
overlapping of particles. Using X-ray diffraction technique,
Cattaneo et a 14

observed no change in particle size distri-

bution for Bi2Ru 2 0 7 and RuO2 resistor systems after multiple firing.
Pike and Seager61 argued that cermet TFR's are best represented
by a morphology in which the conductive channels are interrupted by
thin glass layers which are assumed to form during the firing process
as a natural result of liquid phase sintering.29

This model has

experimentally supported by TEM results" which showed for the first
time that though a few particles are in direct contact, large numbers
of particles are separated by thin glass layers (5 - 10 nm thick)
62 at high frequencies and the
The A.C. response of cermet TFR's
noise characteristics of TFR's (Section 2.5) also support the
existence of glass layers.

Generalizing the TEM results, Prudenziati62
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has recently argued in favour of a homogeneous film structure in
which the conductor particles are distributed over a simple cubic
lattice. However, there is no experimental evidence to suggest such
a homogeneous structure for cermet TFR's. (Nordstrom and Hill's
results63 reflect the local film structure not necessarily the
overall picture).

In fact, as will be discussed in Chapter 3 and

Chapter 5, it is always possible to find some conductor particles
touching each other at any conductor volume fractions.
Moreover, it has been argued in the literature29 '6166 that
because the glass particles are very much bigger than the conductor
particles (10-100 times) and the surface tension of the molten glass
is high, the conductor particles cannot easily penetrate deep into
the glass but instead are forced to concentrate in the regions
between the glass particles, thus creating conductor-rich regions.

From the above discussions, it seems that a combination of
the models proposed by Pike and Seager6 ' and Pike,64 Smith and
Anderson,66 Ewen and Robertson65 and Vest2 9 best represents the
morphology of cermet TFR's. In this model (Fig 2.2) conductor-rich
regions between the glass-rich regions are created during the firing
process as described above; the properties of these regions are
controlled not only by the relative sizes of the glass and conductor
particles but also by many other parameters, such as the viscosity
and surface tension of the molten glass, size and the shape of the
conductor particles, firing temperature and time.

Apart from the film morphology, the structure of the constituents
and the chemical interactions between them are of interest. Selected

-

Conductor

Glass

Fig 2.2: Schematic representation of the morphology of cermet
thick film resistors

area diffraction results 7 '61 '63 indicate that the glass phase is
fully amorphous whereas the conductor particles have a crystalline
structure with lattice parameters matching those of the particles
separated from the unfired inks.

There is also much evidence that the glass is doped: X-ray
analyse S47,11,63567 indicate that both the glass matrix and the
substrate

contain modifiers and foreign atoms. Atomic diffusion

from substrate to film2

' 7

and between glass matrix and conductor29161163
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have been reported. Moreover, the organic vehicle is also expected
to increase the impurity concentration because it may not burn away
completely and may not be chemically pure.

Although the presence

of impurities in the glass matrix is one of the well established
facts in this field there are no independent experimental results
indicating the impurity density. Nevertheless, several models
predict an impurity density of 10 2368i-69_ 102662

eVl

2.3.2 POLYMER THICK FILM RESISTORS

Although PTFR's have been available for industrial applications
since the birth of thick film technology,25 their morphology and
structure and the chemical interactions of their constituents have
not been investigated as much as the cermetTFR's. PTFR

began to draw

attention after the realization that for many applications they can
very well satisfy the cost-performance requirements.

Although PTFR's contain conductor particles of about the same
size as those in cermet TFR's (0.1im), they have a different
structural appearance. As pointed outin Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2,
and in contrast to cermet TFR's, the insulating component (i.e. the
polymer) in the PTFR ink is dissolved in a solvent and thus is in
a liquid state with no particulate structure (Fig 2.3). Since in
the liquid state the polymer has relatively high viscosity and low
surface tension, the conductor particles are relatively free to move
in "the polymer sea" and can easily be covered by the polymer (wetting
process) before curing. (In the case of cermet TFR's this wetting
process can only take place during the curing process Chapter 1,

(b)
Fig 2.3: SEM micrographs of dried TFRs a) Cermet TFR (Emca-5515
0
dried at 120 C b) Polymer TFR (ESL-RS-150-15 dried at 800C)

Section 1.4.5). Therefore, when initial partic'.e clustering - which
could be eliminated or reduced by mixing the ink prior to printing is ignored, PTFR's will have a structure similar to that shown in
Fig 2.4, where the conductor particles are randomly distributed
through the continuous insulator phase. Although thin insulating
layers can not be seen in Fig 2.3, their existence in addition to
direct particle-to-particle contacts is highly probably because of
the random arrangement of the conductor particles. Moreover, since
the polymer does not put spatial constraints on the conductor particles
in the film, the conductive channel formation under the influence of
the insulator phase, as in the case of cermet TFR's, is not feasible.
Conductor

Polymer

at'

[1,

Fig 2.4: Schematic representation of the morphology of polymer thick
film resistors.
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In PTFR's, because they are cured at relatively low temperatures
(250C - 2200 C), conductor particles are not expected to change their
crystalline or chemical structures. However, the situation is different for the insulator phase. Most of the PTFR's use thermosetting
plastics. These materials, as described in Section 2.2, complete
their cross-linked structures under the influence of heat. The
process is time dependent" and incorrect curing conditions may cause
some low molecular weight branched molecules to remain in the film
and they may complete the cross linking during the operation causing
long term resistance change. Moreover, foreign atoms or particles
could cause structural disorder or chemical changes by reacting with
the chemical units of the polymer: 53 '7° Therefore, both the structure
and the chemical composition of the insulator phase may be expected
to be influenced by the curing conditions or by impurities.

Because PTFR's have low curing temperatures, dissolution of
conductor particles and material diffusion from the substrate to
the resistor and from the conductor particles to the insulator phase
are less likely. (Material diffusion is also a function of the
degree of cross linking of polymers) . 53

However, both organic and

inorganic impurities are expected since the materials are not pure
and the solvent may not evaporate completely because, unlike the
case for cermet TFRs, this process is diffusion controlled. 25

2.4 PROPOSED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION MECHANISMS FOR THICK FILM
RESISTORS
Resistors produced from the various TFR families have numerous
characteristics in common:
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Resistivity increases as the conductor volume fraction
decreases 29 6 1,71
Resistivity is sensitive to impurities and decreases as
the impurity concentration increases. 25,72
75
Resistivity is sensitive to curing conditions.47'
It increases as the firing time and temperature increases.
Resistivity is sensitive to environmental conditions and
mechanical stresses.11 '13 '25 '72
Resistivity is temperature dependent. TCR is usually
71
negative and increases as the resistivity increases.61'
Resistivity usually decreases with applied voltage.61
Resistivity at a given conductor volume fraction is
different for different insulator phases. 18,71,73
Current noise is high and increases as the resistivity
increases 73,75,76
62
Electron mobility is 10w.61'

Cermet TFR's have a number of additional features in common:

Resistivity depends on the size ratio of the original
glass particles to conductor particles. 62564
TCR exhibits a particle size effect.

77

Resistivity shows a minimum as a fuctiori of temperature.27'61 ,7278 79
8°
Resistivity is ohmic at low electric field.61'
Seebeck coefficients are some tens of VJK.61'

62

Nagnotoresistarice is positive, very small and exhibits
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linear dependence on the square of the magnetic field.61
Resistivity is frequency independeflt at low frequencies
(f< 106 Hz) and decreases at high frequencies showing
POC

1/ t. dependence 2

Current noise is 1/f type?' 976981

Some of these features may also be common for PTFR's but because
they have not been investigated in the case of PTFR's it is difficult to make such generalizations.

Because of the complexity of the morphology of TFR's, the
models concerned with electrical conduction mechanisms have to make
some simplifying approximations and assumptions that restrict their
applicability to other systems. As a result of this, a wide variety
of different models - many being contradictory - have been proposed
for electrical conduction in TFRs and almost all the known charge
transport mechanisms in solid-state physics have been considered.
Despite the enormous diversity among the models they can be conveniently grouped into four general categories.6 '

1) Uniform models: These models are schematically illustrated in Fig 2.5a. In this category, it is assumed that the
conductor phase uniformly dopes the insulator phase as a result of
either a chemical reaction or diffusion. In some of these models
the insulator phase is presumed to be doped to degeneracy. Therefore
some sort of impurity conduction is predicted. The main objections
to these models are that, first, the origin of the large number of
carriers required is difficult to identify since the solubilities
of common conductors used in TFRs are not high enough to produce such

(a)

(b)

m•••

(c)

(d)

Fig 2.5: Schematic illustration of the four general categories of conduction models for TFRs a) uniform
models b) uniform channel models c) non-tunneling
barrier models d) tunneling barrier model (Taken
from ref: 61).
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a heavily doped insulator;2916 ' secondly, the resistivity of degenerate semiconductors varies almost linearly with the impurity concentration whereas the resistivity of TFRs depends on the conductor
volume fraction in a much more complex way (Chapter 3, Section 3.2).

Hopping transport and conduction in a narrow band in the
intergranular material, may also be included in this category. Both
models require the existence of localized states within the forbidden
gap of the insulator. Since the insulator in TFR's is essentially
disordered 63 (Chapter 5, Section 5.4.2) and contains impurities,
localized states would certainly be present.
In the case of hopping transport, Prudenziati 62 considered
variable range hopping in a system with a large concentration of
localized states (1025 - 1026 m 3 eV') but encountered problems in
interpreting the temperature dependence of resistivity. It was
claimed62 that the frequency dependence of resistivity (pa 1/f) was
evidence for hopping transport. Jonscher, 82 however, advised caution
in interpreting cases of decreasing resistivity with frequency as
evidence of hopping conduction and suggested that only the tendency
to pal/f2 at frequencies in excess of 101 Hz may be regarded as a
reasonable indication of hopping conduction. Ansell 67 rejected
variable range hopping as a mechanism in TFR 1 s since the required
density of states of

m 3 eV' jives an unreasonable TCR value.

However, this does not seem to be a strong enough evidence to reject
the variable hopping since the density of states considered by Prudenz1ati 62 give reasonable TCR values (about 100 ppm/K). Robertson" '69
interpreted the temperature and high field characteristics of high
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resistivity resistors in terms of hopping conduction in a narrow
impurity band (of width .1 meV) in the glass phase of the resistor.

In the hopping models summarized above, the common feature of
all is the role played by the conductor particles which is to dope
the insulating phase. The characteristics related to the physical
dimensions of the conductor particles which will be discussed in
Tunneling barrier models in this section and in Chapter 3. remain
unanswered.

On the other hand, hopping models predict a decrease

in activation energy as the temperature decreases, particularly below
150K, whereas the activation energy, and thus the resistivity, of
thick film resistors increases. As it will be seen later in this
section, the explanation of this behaviour requires active involvement of the conductor particles in charge transfer mechanism which
is not the case in hopping models.

In the case of conduction in a narrow band of localized state! 7,83584
the impurities are assumed to form a very narrow (_.lOO peV) halffilled band within the forbidden gap of the insulator. At low temperatures, the electrons of poorly connected impurity centres will be
trapped and will not contribute to the conductivity whereas at high
temperatures the impurity centres will overlap to form a halffilled conduction band and drive the insulating matrix into metallic
form.81 But, the required impurity concentration to form such a
band is large and the glass needs to be doped heavily.62 Also, since
the transport always takes place in a narrow band, the only high electricfieldeffect expected is that due to Joule heating.83

+0

1

2) Uniform channel models:

This group of models, which are

schematically illustrated in Fig 2.5b, are based on the idea that
since the insulator has a very high resistivity (106 - 10'5 Qm)
the conductor particles must be in contact with each other. 29 '78
Compositionally uniform conductive channels are assumed to form
either by random contacts or by direct particle-to-particle sintering.
The insulator phase only controls the formation of conductive channels
and do not contribute to the electrical conduction.

Since the current flows only along the conductive channels the
resistor characteristics are bound to be interpreted in terms of the
physical and electrical characteristics of the channels, such as
the particle contact area, conductor resistivity, channel width and
the thermal expansion coefficient of the conductor and insulator.

According to these models, as the temperature increases the
resistivity of the conductor increases but thermal expansion differences between the conductor, the insulator and the substrate could
cause the conductor particles to be pushed together thus decreasing
the contact resistance.78 So, depending on the thermal expansion
difference, the film resistivity increases, decreases or remains the
same. The resistivity minimum observed for some TFR systems therefore requires a turning point in thermal expansion coefficient for
one or other of the constituents at around the room temperature. In
fact, thick film materials do not show such a turning point in their
thermal expansion coefficients below their softening points. 29
Moreover, the existence of the conducting channels between the electrodes is not expected below a critical conductor volume fraction
(Chapter 3, Section 3.2). Therefore, the resistivity below the
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the critical volume fraction cannot be explained by these models. On
the other hand, the thermal expansion of the constituents may only
be effective in the vicinity of the critical volume fraction where
the insulator between the particles are thin enough or below the
critical volume fraction because of the above mentioned reason.
The predicted electric field dependence of resistivity which is either
ohmic or increases due to Joule heating is inconsistent with the
experimental results

,61

3) Nontunnelling barrier models: In this category of models,
the conducting channels are also present but are occasionally interrupted by thick inclusions of insulator phase which are doped with
conducting material (Fig 2.5c). Thus the barrier regions are either
semiconducting or semi-insulating. Electronic transport within the
conducting region is metallic whereas within the barriers it is
assumed to be some sort of nontunnelling process, which includes
space-cbare limited conduction, ionic conduction, impurity conduction
and Schottky and Poole-Frenkel emission.

Since the models in this category have semiconducting regions
(which dominate the resistivity at low temperatures) and metallic
regions (which dominate the resistivity of high temperatures)
connected in series, they can provide a reasonable explanation for
the resistivity minimum seen in cermet TFR's.29 ' 75,61978 However,
the main objections to these group of models is the magnitude of
the activation energy they predict (about tens or hundreds of meV).
The experimental values are usually in the range from a few peV to
me V68569974 (Chapter 5, Section 5. 5 ). Moreover, they have been
rejected for cermet TFR's for the following reasons :61

The electric field dependence of resistivity of cermet
TFR's is qualitatively different from that predicted
by these mechanisms. Some, such as ionic and impurity
conduction, do not have an electric field dependence and
some, such as Poole-Frenkel and space-charge limited
conduction, have strongest dependence at high fields
whereas cermet TFR's have strongest dependence at low
fields.
The Seebeck coefficients of cermet TFRs (about 10 pV/K)61'62
are much lower than those for typical semiconductors.

No work is known which describes the electric field dependence
and the Seebeck coefficient of PTFRs. But the data presented in
Chapter 5, Section 5.5 show the same temperature and electric field
dependence as Schottky" and Poole-Frenkel59 emission. Therefore,
these two mechanisms will not be ruled out for PTFRs and will be
discussed in more depth in Chapter 5, Section 5.5.
4) Tunneling barrier models: As in non-tunneling barrier models,
in this category the barriers separating the conductive particles or
channels are also present. Here, however, the barriers are typically
thinner (about a few nm) (Fig 2.5d) and have their conductances controlled by a tunneling process, which could include direct particle-toparticle tunnelin 688 as well as tunneling through intermediate states
in the barrier region.61

87

The structural and electronic para-

meters of the constituents are automatically considered in these
models, unlike the other models, because in quantum-mechanical tunneling the barrier height and width, the width of the potential well
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and the electron energy in the well directly enter the tunneling
equations."-91

Although tunneling is not a thermally activated process, 899 '
Neugebauer and Webb, 86 using the charge generation concept in a
small conductor particle, first showed that the tunneling process
in discontinuous films is weakly thermally activated. The carrier
generation process in which an electron is removed from one neutral
metal particle to another creates a pair of positively and negatively
charged particles and requires a small electrostatic charging energy,
E. Since the transfer of charge from a charged particle to a
neutral one does not lead to a net increase in the energy of the
system, it is shown

that the resistivity,p, of the thermally acti-

vated tunneling is given by

p = P0 exp(Ea /kT)

Equ-2.2

where p0 is a constant, k and T have the usual meanings and Ea is
the activation energy.

The relation between the electrostatic charging energy, Ecs and
the activation energy, Ea in Equ-2.2 has been discussed by Abeles
et al 88 and Hill 117 and is shown to be

1

E
a

-

- 2 c

-

e2
(_
871EE0 r r + s

Equ- 2.3

where é is the electronic charge, s is the dielectric constant of
the medium,92 E

is the vacuum permitivity, r is the radius of the

conductor particles and s is the particle-to-particle distance.
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This basic model involving activated direct particle-to-particle
tunneling has been developed by Hill 87 and Abeles et al 8 Hill 87 proposed a model where the electrons tunnel from one particle to another
via localized trapping centres in the thin insulator layer. The temperature dependence of the resistivity in this case, though it is basically the same as Equ-2.2, is modified by the temperature dependence
of the quantum mechanical tunneling which is very weakly temperature
dependent. It was also shown 87 that when Ea << kT the conduction mechanism is not activated and the temperature dependence is mainly that
of tunneling.
Tunneling current is predict to be ohmic at low electric fields

!6

At high electric fields, however, non-ohmic behaviour is predicted due
to electric field dependence of the activation energy,

which is

the maximum potential height of the deformed Coulomb potential between
the emitted electron and the charged island. (Fig 2.6).

S

S

Fig 2.6: Diagram illustrating the electric field dependence of
activation energy (Taken from ref 86).
In this case the activation energy is given by
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Ea

=

Equ-2.4

3

where

given by Equ-2.3,

= 2(

F)2 and F is the electric field

E

0

strength. It is interesting that Equ-2.2 now has the same form as
Poole-Frenkel emission and these two mechanisms cannot be distinguished
from temperature and electric field dependence of resistivity.
Direct particle-to-particle tunneling has been shown

to be

dominant to other barrier mechanisms, such as thermionic emission, if
the particle-to-particle distance is smaller than about 2 nm. Tis
value seems to be very low for TFR's, but it has been shown 93'94 that
the impurities in the barrier region increase the tunneling current
by many orders of magnitude and thus they may be assumed to reduce
the geometric barrier width. Since TEM results

indicate a geometric

barrier width of 5 - 10 nm in TFR's (which are reduced to effective
barrier width of less than 2 nm by the resonant centres), tunneling
processes can make a substantial contribution to the conductivity in
these materials.
To account for the resistivity minimum, Pike and Seager6 '
assumed that the resistivity minimum is a trade-off between the
negative temperature coefficient of tunneling and the positive temperature coefficient of the conductor particles. Prudenziati 2 however, argued on the basis of a.c. conductivity results that the model
can not explain the origin of the resistivity minimum.
Increase in activation energy with decreasing temperature is
explained in terms of the thermal energy available for charge generation. When Eai< kT, where Eai is the activation energy for the ith
particle with radius r1 , charge generation is not activated. However,
when Eai> kT, it is an activated process and will contribute to
experimental activation energy. Because of the random grouping of
the particles (Chapter 3, Sectton3.5) increasing numbers of particles
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will contribute to activation energy until the largest particle group
becomes activated. Therefore, the activation energy of the resistor
is expected to increase between T1 (T1 = Eamax/k) and T 2 (T2 = Eami n/k)
where Eamax and Eamin are the activation energies of the smallest
particle and largest particle group in the system and given by Equ-2.3.

In the models discussed above, not only the conduction mechanism
but also the origin and magnitude of the activation energy in TFRs
are different. According to nontunneling barrier models the activation energy is the height of the potential barrier which is usually
tens or a few hundreds of meV. For tunneling barrier models the activation energy is half the charging energy of the conductor particles
which is of the order of a few hundred peV. (For example, for
r = 0.2pm, r+ s ) = 1/3 and

E =

5. Equ-2.3 gives EaZ 480 peV).

For uniform models, it is the width of the impurity band in the
forbidden gap of the insulator and varies between 100 peV" 1,84 and
1 meV. 6869 For uniform channel models, however, the conduction is
not an activated process at all.

Moreover, the models require different densities of impurity
levels. The highest impurity density is required by uniform models
and varies between 1023 - 1026 ni 3 ev 1. In contrast, the uniform
channel models do not require any impurity. Barrier models, however,
require moderate impurity densities.

2.5 CURRENT NOISE IN THICK FILM RESISTORS

Experimental evidence indicate s 75 '76 '81 that when a d.c.
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current is passed through thick film resistor the power spectrum of
the noise is of the 1/f type where f is the noise frequency. While
the problem of conductivity in TFRs has been explained in many different ways (Section 2.4), very few explanations are available for the
current noise in TFRs. In fact, all the available models for the
current noise in TFRs are based on tunneling barrier models discussed
in the previous section and require the presence of impurities in the
barrier region.

One explanation for the current noise in discontinuous films is
based on non-activated direct electron tunneling through a potential
barrier whose height changes with temperature .95 '96 In this model,
the current noise is generated by the thermodynamical fluctuation of
the number of ionized donor states in the active area between the
metal islands. Another theoretical explanation 97 ' 98 is based on the
trap assisted tunneling process. 87 According to this model, the
current noise is generated by the fluctuations in the electron population of traps, which are assumed to have a distribution of potential
barrier widths between them. Nevertheless, both models predict 1/f
noise which is attributed to a generation-recombination mechanism. 99

It has been shown 75 ' 8 ' that the current noise in cermet TFRs is
described by

()

- aeip 4f

Equ-2.5

A T

V

as in semiconductors and metal films.
V

Here

V is the noise voltage,

is the d.c voltage across the resistor, e is the electronic charge,
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p is the charge mobility, A is the resistor volume, Lf is the noise
bandwidth, f is the center frequency for noise measurements, p is
the resistivity and a is an empirical constant which has a value of
2 x 10

for semiconductors and metal films and approximately 0.3

for cermet TFRs.

n normally has a value of 2

75

but may well be

different. 81

The current noise index (C.N.I.) defined as C.N.I. = 20 log
(V/V

) shows some anomalies for PTFRs when it is plotted against

log p (Fig 2.7). It first decreases with decreasing resistivity as
predicted by Equ-2.5 but below a turning point it increases with
decreasing resistivity. For PTFRs, it has been suggested

71,111 that

the contact noise between the metal particles is responsible for
decreasing C.N.I. with decreasing resistivity. But, we may expect'
to see an increase in contact noise with decreasing resistivity since
the number of contacts depends on the number of particles and therefore the conductor volume fraction increases as the resistivity
decreases. In fact, as shown by Stevens and Gilbert, 75 the phase
responsible for the current noise in TFRs is not the conductor phase
but the thin insulator layer between the metal particles. Although,
the lack of data in the literature 71,100 makes it difficult to see
whether PTFRs show 1/f current noise, it is probable that they like
many other polymer systems" also show 1/f current noise. However,
the current noise spectra would be a superposition of more than one
simple relaxation effect due to possible incomplete cross linking,
which may well change with time and curing conditions (Section 2.2).
Moreover, the experiments on the current noise of the polymers mdicate6° that at high currents a saturation effect, i.e. a deviation
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from AV' c V 2

is possible though the noise is still of the 1/f

type.
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100

Log resistivity (x 103 Q/o)
Fig 2.7:

C.N.I. vs log p for a PTFR (Carbon black/epoxy resin)
(Taken from reference 100).
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CHAPTER

3.1

3

: CONDUCTION IN HETEROGENEOUS MEDIA

INTRODUCTION

The electrical conduction mechanisms discussed in Chapter 2
are based on a unit cell consisting of an insulator layer between two
adjacent conducting particles. The unit cell approach is useful in
understanding the charge transfer mechanisms and the temperature, electric field and noise characteristics of the film but any calculation
of the overall film resistivity requires detailed information about
the current path and involves a different approach from those described in Chapter 2.

The models dealing with the overall film resistivity which are
the subject of this Chapter consider thick film resistors as discontinuous systems since the boundaries between the insulating and
conduction components are abrupt and well defined. The basic question
is; how is the resistivity, PS, of such a mixture related to the
resistivities of each phase, to their concentrations and to structural
parameters such as particle size distribution and particle shape.

Since thick film resistors are basically many-particle systems,
the models concerned with this problem have to employ some sort of
averaging process to reflect either the most probable or the average
values of the parameters involved. Simple volumetric averaging is
inappropriate because the ratio of the insulator resistivity to that
of the conductor for a typical TFR material is in the range 1018 - 1020
and the relation between the film resistivity and the conductor volume
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fraction, Vm is not linear (Fig 3.1). Moreover, as will be discussed
in the next section, the film resistivity is known to be sensitive
to the film structure 27,49 and changes considerably with both the
conductor volume fraction and the detailed microstructure of the
constituents 29, 64,65,101-104

3.2 THICK FILM RESISTOR BLENDING CURVES

The structural changes that occur as a result of changes in
the conductor volume fraction, V

are essentially the same for most

two-phase systems, including TFRs, despite the variety of preparation techniques employed. What is interesting is that the electrical
characteristics of the film such as resistivity, TCR, VCR, capacitance and noise level follow these structural changes.

A typical resistivity vs. conductor volume fraction graph'

05

(for TFRs this is known as the blending or dilution curve) is shown
in Fig 3.1. There are three distinct structural regions in Fig 3.1.

1)

Metallic region (V B< Vm <1): In this region the cond-

uctor concentration is large and the conductor particles, which
will be assumed to have metallic properties, touch each other to
form a conducting continuum with dielectric inclusions (Fig 3.2a).
The electrical resistivity increases whereas the specific capacitance'°6 decreases gradually with decreasing V. TCR and VCR are
both metallic and noise level is low 3 '76 '100 '107 The electrical
conductivity in this region is due to percolation along the conductive particles (Section 3.5). Although phenomena which depends
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Fig 3.1: Variation of resistivity with composition for
a metal-insulator system.

Fig 3.2:

SEM micrographs of fractured bulk cermet TFRs
a) Birox-1421 107Q/o b) Emca-5514 1OK2/cii c)Emca5017 10M2/o (continue)

(c)

Fig 3.2: SEN micrographs of fractured bulk cermet TFRs a) Birox1421 107s2/o b) Emca-5514 1OKQ/ci c)Emca-5017 10 Ml/n.

on transfer of electrons are retained, properties which depend on
electronic mean free path are modified due to electron scattering
from dielectric inclusions and grain boundaries.88 For example,
the film resistivity is higher than the crystalline value of
conductor by several orders of magnitude: the resistivities of the
bulk conductors are about 10 8 2m whereas the resistivity of the film
is about 102 - 10 3 m at high conductor volume fractions. Noise
level, though small is still higher than for the bulk conductor. 75

Transition region (V A< V m < VB): In this region the
dielectric inclusions become interconnected to form a maze structure (Fig 3.2b). Film resistivity in this region increases sharply
with decreasing V

until a volume fraction VA is reached; the film

resistivity increases by about 5 or 6 orders of magnitude for a
decrease of about 10% in Vm .

The electrical conductivity has two

components; one is due to percolation along the conducting maze that
becomes less significant as V

decreases and the other is due to

charge transfer mechanism(s) in the insulating layers between the
conductor particles or the conducting channels. (Chapter 2, Section
2.3). TCR changes sign and becomes negative at the composition and
temperature where the contribution to electrical conductivity due
to second component becomes comparable to the contribution due to
percolation. 17,81,117 The specific capacitance decreases sharply
in this region. 106

Dielectric region (0

VA): In this region the film

structure is reversed with respect to the metallic region: There is
now an insulating continuum with conducting inclusions (Fig 3.2c).
Film resistivity, which is 1 - 3 orders of magnitude lower than
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the insulator's resistivity, increases slowly with decreasing Vm
The structural properties of isolated small conductor particles
gain importance.92 '108 In this region, TCR, VCR and specific
capacitance show dielectric characteristics and the film has high
noise level. 76 ''00

3.3 EFFECTIVE MEDIUM MODELS

A simple description of conduction in discontinuous media is
provided by the so-called effective medium theory which was originally formulated to describe conductivity in binary mixtures.
It has been generalized to include the Hall effect'

109-113

14 and has been

applied to general disordered resistance network s lShlG disordered
ferromagnets'' 6 and nearest-neighbour hopping.

117,118

In effective medium theory (EMT), the discontinuous structure
of the mixture of conductor with resistivity Pm and insulator with
resistivity p1 is considered to be equivalent to a single homogeneous effective medium with resistivity p

=I(Pm,

p1, Vm)• The

properties of the effective medium are determined self-consistently.
To achieve this, the exact local field around a typical element
which is embedded in the effective medium is found by solving the
Laplace equation

Equ-3.l

v2 V = 0

and then it is assumed that the local field fluctuations will
average to zero over significantly large distances.

116
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The first attempt to solve the problem for binary mixtures
was made by Maxwell,'°9 who assumed that the dispersed particles
were sufficiently far apart that the fields surrounding them did
not perturb each other to any significant extent. His solution is

K

+ 2 - V(l - Kd)
Equ-3.2

Km =
K d + 2 + V (1 - Kd)

This formula where Km= PI/pand K

= PI''m has been shown to be

correct to the first approximation for a cubic arrangement of conductive spheres and is valid for dilute dispersions 11 '

( Vm

< 10%).

A more general solution for the effective resistivity of dilute
dispersions containing ellipsoidal particles has been derived by
Fricke' °8 who obtained the result

Vm(Km - Kd)
Km

1 -

E

3(1 - Vm)

_____
1
- (1 - Kd)Li

Equ-3.3

i

The Li's involve elliptic integrals of the second kind and are
functions of the lengths of the semiprincipal axes of the ellipsoids. For L i

= 1/3, Equ-3.3 becomes identical to Maxwell's result.

Using Equ-3.3 it is possible to discuss the resistivity of nonspherical inclusions. As can be seen in Fig 3.3, which shows plots
of pm vs. Vm obtained from Maxwell's'09 and Fricke's' °8 models, any
deviation from the spherical shape decreases the film resistivity.
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Fig 3.3: Log resistivity as a function of conductor volume
fraction for Maxwell's and Fricke's models for
PI = 1012 crn and p m = 1 cm.
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Bruggeman'1° attempted to account for the interaction of
fields in his calculations of the resistivity of concentrated
suspensions (Vm > 10%). Starting from Maxwell's result and
assuming that the change in resistivity obtained upon the addition
of each particle to a suspensions is equivalent to the change
incurred when a particle is placed in a continuum, he found

Km - Kd
1

- Vm =

Equ-3.4
K' (l_Kd)
M

This result is valid for an infinite particle size distribution
since the mixture can only be regarded as a continuum if the
newly added particles are much larger than those already in the
mixture.

In Fig 3.4, Equ-3.2 and Equ-4 are plotted together

with the result of Meredith and Tobias''' who calculate the resistivity of mixtures containing two different sizes of conducting
spheres in order to assess the affect of particle size distribution.

As can be seen, the models discussed above predict a

decrease in film resistivity as the width of the particle size
distribution increases. However, the particle size distribution
does not appear as a parameter in the equations; instead it is
hidden in the mathematical technique used. Bruggeman's result
(Equ-3.4) is valid up to V

z 20%.11l
m

The technique due to Bruggenian has been developed by Landaurer and elegantly generalized by Stroud.''9 It has been shown''5'119
that EMT predicts an onset of film resistivity at Vm = 1/3 for
I>>m (Fig 3.5).
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Fig 3.4: Loq resistivity Vs. conductor volume fraction for
three theories: for p1 = 1012 m and pm = 1 Qm 1)
Maxwell 2) Meredith and Tobias 3) Bruggeman.
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EMT and Granquist and Hunderi's model. (Taken
from references 103,21).

Another effective medium approach to the problem of conductivity
of disordered systems is to consider the medium as a random resistor
network''6 '121 which may be constructed by starting from a lattice
and connecting neighbouring nodes one by one with resistors whose
values are defined according to a distribution function.

The

average effect of the random resistors is represented by an effective medium, which is considered to be made up of a set of equal
conductances connecting nearest neighbours on a lattice.

To

calculate the equal conductances,cYm, the extra voltages induced
when individual conductances, o i , replaceo in this medium are
required to average to zero.

Using this technique and treating

15
EMT as a bond problem (Section 3.5), Kirkpatrick' obtained for
a binary distribution of conductances

pz - 1
- ( z - 1)

is either 0 or 1).

Equ-3. 5

where z is the coordination number of the lattice and p is the
probability of finding a conducting bond between two lattice points.
As can be seen from Fig 3.5, Equ-3.5 has a threshold probability,
of 1/3 for a simple cubic lattice (z = 6) and explains the
bond percolation data very well at high p values but not near the
threshold. The p value obtained from Equ-3.5 depends only on
lattice type.

Following Kirkpatrick's line and using a constant logarithmic
distribution function for the contact conductances between the part-
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ides Smith and Anderson

66,111

obtained

- G' exp(x) )
m

Equ-3.6

z - l)(exp(x) - 1)

Here x = 4 lnG/zp,

is a constant and G is a parameter character-

izing the width of the conductance distribution,

(G - Gd ).

Moreover, using a similar model to that of Malliaris and Turner"'
and assuming that in a system of mixed particle sizes the number
of contacts made by a particle is proportional to its surface area,
they calculated the effect on
insulator particles, y = r/r

of the size ratio of conductor to
where rc and r

are the conductor

and insulator particle radius respectively:

Um

1 + y p(y - 1)

Equ-3.7

Here af is the effective conductance and a is given by Equ-3.6.
Equ-3.7 is plotted for different y values in Fig 3.6. It is clear
that the threshold shifts to higher volume fractions with increasing
y. This result is consistent with the findings of Malliaris and
Turner.10 '

Smith and Anderson' °3 also showed that in Equ-3.7

which includes the contact volume fraction, V C 51

defines

how the curve approaches the threshold value.

Equ-3.7 cannot directly be applied to polymer thick film
resistors (PTFR5) since the insulator phase in PTFRs has no granular structure (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2). However, they can be
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characterized in the limit rg-. 0 where the problem becomes identical
to percolation on a continuum (Section 3.5). For this case, Equ-3.7
gives a threshold value of 1 (as does the model of Malliaris and
Turner"' ) and becomes identical with Equ-3.6. A value of 1 for
the critical volume fraction is unreasonable and is not consistent
values

either with percolation on a continuum or experimental V
observed on PTFRs.7 '

Although the classical EMTs discussed above explain the
experimental data very well when the volume fraction of either
constituent is low and may predict a reasonable threshold value,
they always fail to predict the behaviour of the data near the
threshold (Fig 3.5). This is because the basic assumption behind
them is no longer valid when the electric field distortions are not
small enough to be neglected; this is the case near the threshold. 12 '
(These distortions are represented by the higher order terms of
the solution of Equ-3.112a2nd omitted by the self-consistency requirement). Such distortions have been considered to a certain extent
by Granquist and Hunderi' 2 'who account fordipole-dipole interactions
(represented by the second order terms in the solution of Equ-3.1) 122
by introducing effective depolarisation factors. Their result is
given by

-

ms
+ L1 (cTcT +

0

G1

- Vm)

i

+ •c

Equ-3.8

- 0

Here the effective depolarisation factors, the L 1 1 s, are the same
as in Equ-3.3 but their values depend on Vm;

°m =

m'

91

=

P1
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and as

=

1/•

For close packed clusters Equ-3.8 predicts a

threshold value of 15.6% (Fig 3.5) which is substantially lower
than the classical EMT predictions, Vc

1/3.

In Equ-3.8, the multipole interactions which may have significant effect near the threshold and the particle size distribution
are not considered; it is expected that Granquist and Hunderi's
model will give lower critical volume fractions than 15.6% when they
are considered since the above mentioned factors increase the electric
field distortions in the film. Moreover, Equ-3.8 enables one to assess
the effect of particle shape by varying the Ls. However, because
these are effective depolarization factors and are related to V such
an assessment is not as easy as for Fricke's result (Equ-3.3).
Nevertheless, one may expect a decrease, possibly slight, in
with increasing particle shape distortions because particle shape
distortions also increase the electric field distortions.
From the above discussion it is clear that, though Granquist
and Hunderi'2 ' do not consider a structured insulator phase as
Smith and Anderson"' 114 and Malliaris and Turner"' do, their
predicted threshold values will always be lower than that given
by classical EMT. However, such an upper limit for V(1/3 for a
simple cubic lattice) is too low to explain the high V values
observed in the literature (Section 3.5, Table 3.2).
Effective medium theories try to find a solution to the
problem of conductivity of discontinuous systems by solving the
Laplace equation for the system under investigation.

However,

solving the Laplace equation becomes very difficult if the
volume fraction of either phase exceeds a certain level whose
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exact value is determined by the structure of the constituents.
In this case effective medium theories become too complex.

3.4 STATISTICAL MODELS

Another approach to the problem of conductivity of discontinuous systems originates from the strong relation between the
structural and the electrical characteristics of the film as summarised in Section 3.2. These model

S29,10251239124

approach the

problem from the metallic region (Section 3.2 Fig 3.1) and assume
that the film resistivity is predominantly determined by the
conducting channels formed by conducting particles (Chapter 2,
Section 2.3).

Scarsbrick'23 calculated the probability of conducting chain
formation, P, in a unit cube for a given conductor volume fraction
V

by assuming that the conducting particles are equal spheres.

He then related it to the resistivity of a random structure, p5
as

Equ-3.9

where p is the bulk resistivity of the conductor and P is given
by

P = p1 P2 p3

Equ-3.1O
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Here P1 is the probability of finding a conducting element in the
film and equal to V

P2 is the probability of finding a chain

of conducting particles across the local environment of a single
2/3

conducting particle and is given by (V,)n

and P3 is equal to

L 2 where L is defined as Vm = 3L2 - 20. P3 is the probability
that a random conducting chain terminates on the surface of a
unit cube of the resistive material.

The probability P2 is very close to unity for ordered
structures of spheres and cubes.'°2 For other shapes of conductor
particles it is given by"' 102
2'
- /3

P2

where

= (V) (k,m) V

Equ-3.11

(k,m) is the order - function and is given by
2 /3

'(k,m)

3

(km)

Equ-3.12

1 + k2 + m2

k and m being positive numbers which indicate how much the particle
is deformed in the y and z directions with respect to the x direction. Equ 3.12 clearly shows that any deviation from spherical
or cubic shape (k = m = 1) decreases the film resistivity by
increasing the probability P2 in Equ-3.10. This result is qualitatively consistent with the prediction of EMTs (Section 3.3).

For comparison, tqu-3.9 is plotted against conductor volume
fraction in Fig 3.7 together with experimental results

obtained

5
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Fig 3.7: Log resistivity vs. condcutor volume fraction:
®, experimental points for Bi 2Ru 2 0 7 based
cermet resistors;—,Equ-3.11 for
PC

= 2.80 x 10

= 0.81 and

Qcm. (Taken from ref 102).

for Bi 2Ru2 O 7 resistor

2 As can be seen, the model is in good agree-

ment, with experiment down to approximately 5% (p z lC -102m).
But it fails to explain the data below the critical volume fraction.
This is because, as summarised in Section 3.2, below the critical
volume fraction V

(Section 3.2, Fig 3.1) the conducting chains are

broken and percolation along the conducting chains is no longer
the dominant conduction mechanism. Several authors2 9

10

2123124

who tested the model on Bi 2Ru2 0 2 and RuO -based resistors, obtained
very good agreement with experiments. However, their data are for
glass resistors which generally show lower critical volume fractions
due to the high size ratio of the insulator to conductor particle s''°'''°3
This particular model ignores the contact resistivity between the
conductor particles and uses only the bulk resistivity of the
conductor which may be several orders of magnitude lower than the
conductor resistivity required to obtain the best theoretical fit
(Chapter 5, Section 5.3). Moreover, it completely ignores the
insulator phase. As a result, it predicts constant metallic temperature and voltage characteristics and infinite resistivity at
Vm = 0%.

The models which are discussed in this section and in Section
3.3 explain the blending curve of TFRs (Section 3.2) in terms of
the conductor volume fraction and the resistivities. Although EMTs
seem more promising from the point of view that they consider both
insulator and conductive phases, the techniques they employ restrict
the validity of their results. Since the whole blending curve
cannot easily be explained, it is useful to know at least where the
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critical volume fractions are (VA and V

in Fig 3.1) and how they

are related to the structural parameters of the resistive system.
Once they are known the whole curve may then be approximated. The
models which deal with critical volume fractions are known as percolation models and will be discussed in the next section.

3.5 PERCOLATION MODELS

The problem of percolation was first studied in 1957 by
Broadbent and Hammersly.'27 Since then, the original problem,
which was whether a porous medium will be wetted on the inside
when it is immersed in a fluid, has developed into a percolation
theory' '7 ''2528 and has been applied to a variety of problems.

127,111

In solid-state physics the recent interest in percolation theory
has been stimulated by the suggestion"' that percolation effects
may play a role in the metal-insulator transitions seen in some
disordered systems or in the unusually low carrier mobilities associated with amorphous materials.'' 6

Percolation refers to the flow of a "fluid" through some
random "medium" with very pronounced inhomogeneities. The terms
"fluid" and "medium" are to be interpreted according to the
context, e.g. the spread of diseases or electronic conduction.
Percolation models are geometric and use probabilistic arguments
to determine when the "fluid" starts flowing through the "medium".
The structure of the "medium" is such that the "fluid" can only
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flow via some randomly occupied or connected regions. A percolation
probability, p, which is obtained from certain criteria associated
with the physical properties of the system,111,117 is used to show
how well any given region of the 'medium" is connected to the rest
and so is available for flow.

Topological aspects of percolation theory are best visualized
on a MXN square lattice where the conducting regions are to be
located on the lattice points (Fig 3.8). Although the same lattice
can be used to define different percolation problems, depending on
the connectivity criterion between two adjacent conducting regions
(these criteria will be discussed later in this section), here it
will be assumed that each lattice point has the same probability,
p, of being occupied and p is defined as the ratio of the number
of occupied lattice points to the total number of lattice points.
Furthermore, if two adjacent points are occupied then they will be
assumed to be connected. Suppose that one starts to distribute at
random over the lattice conducting spheres having diameter equal
to the lattice constant. Most of the occupied lattice points are
isolated when p is close to zero (Fig 3.8 with p = 0.1); only a
few small clusters, mainly pairs, are present and no flow can occur
through such a "medium". As p increases, both the number of pairs
and triplets and the mean size of the clusters increase (Fig 3.8 with
p = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4). When p is close to the percolation threshold,
large clusters exist side by side and the addition of a single
particle could be enough to create the large cluster extending from
one side of the lattice to the other (Fig 3.8 with p = 0.5). When
P C (Fig 3.8 with p = 0.6) one large cluster spans the system

p = 0.7

p = 0.2

p = 0.8

p = 0.5

FEE
p = 0.3

Fig 3.8:

p = 0.6

p = 0.9

Percolation behaviour of 30 x 30 square lattice.
defined as M/900 where M is the number of occupied
lattice points. (After ref 128).

p is
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and thus flow through the "medium becomes possible for the first
time. '16 ''28 '129 Although no proof yet exists, it is assumed in
percolation theory that for an infinite system (N = ) there is
p. For a finite

only one infinite cluster in the system for p

system, this suggests' 16 that at PC one large cluster connecting
the two sides of the system will appear for the first time. For an
infinite system, the infinite cluster is created at a very sharply
defined percolation probability p. However, for a finite system
In percolation theory,

the transition at p is not abrupt.'28''3°

parameters such as critical probability, shape and size of the
clusters and correlation length' '7 '118 are of interest and are given
as a function of percolation probability.

117

At this stage, it

is worth noting the topological similarities between TFRs (Section
3.2, Fig 3.2) and the simple computer simulation of percolation behaviour on a square lattice (Fig 3.8).

There are two basic percolation problems, site and bond percolation. In the site percolation problem, the parameter which
determines the condition for flow is a property of the lattice sites
which are either occupied with a probability

pS

or empty with a

probability 1 - ps. As in Fig 3.8 when a lattice site is occupied
all the bonds connected to this site allow the "fluid" to flow up
to the midpoint of the bonds. Therefore two adjacent sites are
required to be occupied for flow from one site to another.

The

critical site percolation probability pcS is defined as the
smallest

PS for which an infinite cluster exists. P
C

is usually

determined from computer calculations on regular lattices of equal
size touching spheres . 116 ''3 ' It depends on the type of lattice

(Table 3.1) but Scher and Zallen'32 have suggested that for a number
of regular lattices the empirical relation

PC = V

f x

Equ-3i3

= Constant

which depends on only the dimensionality of the lattice, approximately holds true. Here, f and V

are the packing fraction and the

critical volume fraction respectively. In 2 dimensions V

z 0.45

and in 3 dimensions VcZO•lS (Table 3.1).
In bond percolation problems, all sites are assumed to be
occupied. A bond which connects two sites is either open with a
probability p

b

or closed with a probability 1 - b• Similar to

site percolation, for an infinite system an infinite cluster which
spans the entire system is formed at a sharply defined critical
bond percolation probability pcb•

pb (Table 3.1) differs from

lattice to lattice and usually Monte Carlo techniques are used to
calculate them.116,131

It has been pointed out' 33 that the

relation

b
ZPc

D
D- 1

Equ-3.14

holds for a number of 2 and 3 dimensional regular lattices of uniform size touching spheres (Table 3.1).

Here Z and D are the co-

ordination number and the dimensionality respectively. zpb is
defined as the mean number of open bonds per site on the lattice
at percolation. It is equal to approximately 2.0 in 2 dimesions

Lattice

Coord. No
(z)

Packing fract. P b
C
(f)

pS
C

fps

zP

Honey comb

3

0.61

0.652

0.700

0.427

1.96

Square

4

0.79

0.500

0.590

0.466

2.00

Triangular

6

0.91

0.347

0.500

0.455

2.08

Diamond

4

0.34

0.388

0.425

0.145

1.55

0.52

0.247

0.307

0.160

1.48

Simple Cubic
Body centred

8

0.68

0.178

0.243

0.165

1.42

Face centred

12

0.74

0.119

0.195

0.144

1.43

Hex, close pack 12

0.74

0.124

0.204

0.151

1.49

Table 3.1: Percolation results for regular lattices of equal size touching circles (2D) and spheres
(3D). (Taken from ref 133).
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and 1.45 in 3 dimensions (Table 3.1).
There are percolation problems116 '117 which are neither bond
nor site percolation problems. In such cases, the condition for
flow depends on a combination of site and bond properties.

Two more percolation problems, percolation on a continuum
and percolation on random lattices, have been formulated.

117

In

percolation on a continuum, the property which determines the flow
changes appreciably only over distances very much longer than the
bond length and the lattice becomes unimportant and can be replaced
by a continuum. Zallen and Scher

132

suggested that their proposed

invariant volume fraction V (Equ-3.13) for percolation on a lattice
will also be valid for percolation on a continuum. They propose
that VZO.5 in 2 dimensions and V0.l5 in 3 dimensions. Kirkpatrick116 argued that V

0.5 in 20 and VcO•2S in 3D are the

best values for powders. But Pike and Seager 13' argued that V
cannot be a universal dimensional variant and advised caution in
applying the result of Scher and Zallen to real systems in which
the conducting particles have a wide range of sizes and irregular
shapes.
117

In the case of percolation on random lattices,

the

arrangement of the lattice sites is completely random. The coordination number, z, has no meaning. Usually all n

th

nearest

neighbours are permitted and the condition for flow is affected Unfavourably by the longer bonds. In this case, the average number
of bonds per site is well defined.Pike and Seager' 31 carried out
numerical calculations for different cases on random lattices. For
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zero hard-core spheres (circles) they found substantially different
critical volume (area) fractions from the results given in Table 3.1.
Percolation theory predicts6 '116 that the resistivity of the
film obeys a power law of the form

P=

p0 (p - PC ) -"

Equ-3. 15

for p not much greater than p. Here, p 0 and p are constants. The
value of the critical exponent p depends on the type of percolation
and dimensinality. In 3 dimensions, though theoretically p = 1.7
14
is required,116 experimental values vary between 1.38135 and 2.0'

(Table 3.2).
The critical volume fractions observed for TFRs and for heterogeneous systems (Table3.2. are either lower (for cermet TFRs
2V10%) or higher (10<Vc45%) than the percolation results
which are lowest (10.3%)h 16 for correlated bond percolation, intermediate (15%) 132 for percolation on lattices and on a continuum and
highest (30.3%) 131 for percolation on random lattice.
For cermet TFRs, the shift in critical volume fraction can
be explained by models which take explicit account of the observed
microstructure (Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1).

In an attempt to explain the low critical volume fractions seen
in cermet TFRs, Pike 64 proposed a modified bond percolation model in
which the metallic particles are partial bonds in the lattice connecting the interstices of the relatively larger, close-packed glass
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REFERENCE

SYSTEM

V

11

Silver point

0.25

1.45

AI-SiO2

0.58

-

165

Fe in }olyirrfle

0.19

-

105

Ag Bakelite

0.37

-

136

C Black in wax

0.07

-

137

ZnO-ZnS powders

0.135

1.7

114

-

71

123

C Black-polymers

0.06-0.12

Plastic spheres coated spheres

0.29 - 0.31

0.9 - 1.8

RuO2 TFRs

0.021

2.85

64

Ni - PVC
segregated

_.0.07

-

138

Punched C paper

_.0.60

-

129

130

Table 3.2: Critical volume fractions and critical exponent
observed on some heterogeneous systems.

particles. Assuming that the glass particles sinter into cubes
of side 1, with the spherical metallic particles of diameter 12,
p in Equ-3.15 is calculated as

p

=

1/ 1
[V m/OSV2 ]

Equ-3.lo

where I = 12/11, the size ratio of the metal particles to insulator
particles, and

V2

= 312 - 21.

The model predicts that as the ratio 1 2 /1idecreases the
critical volume fraction decreases. This is in agreement with the
models"""' discussed early in Section 3.2. But the model does
not explain the high critical volume fractions seen in PTFRs since
Equ-3.16 gives a maximum value of 25% (p = 1 1 = 0.5).

The idea that, in segregated systems, the conductor particle
are concentrated in the interstices between the glass particles
has also been considered by Ewen and Robertson.65 They calculated
the fraction of sites in the conducting region that are filled by
conducting particles, p. It is given by

V
P

=

r

n

1[f 0 - 77
j ] + c}

Equ-3. 17

Here n relates to how well the conducting particles fill the random
"lattice" over which they are distributed and is treated as an
empirical parameter, f

m

and f are the maximum packing fractions of

the conductor and insulator particles. p is the critical site
c
percolation probability and V, is the conductor volume fraction.

Although the model gives good agreement for powder mixtures
and cermet TFRs in the case of f. = 1, which is the limit for PTFRs,
Equ-3.17 suggests that p =

for all non-zero conductor volume

fractions. This is an unreasonable value and indicates that it
cannot be used for PTFRs.
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From the above discussion it is clear that the models originally
proposed for powder mixtures and cermet TFRs cannot explain the wide
range of critical volume fractions observed for mixtures which have a
continuous insulator matrix such as PTFRs.61 '13

But the resistivity

of powder mixtures, cermet and polymer TFRs follow the power law given
by percolation theory (Equ-3.15) (Chapter 5, Section 5.3). However,
as mentioned before, it is valid only near the critical volume fraction 131
+ 0.1). Moreover, it does not have much practical use since the
parameter p, p (or V

V

c

) and z are not related to the structural para-

meters of the resistive system. Nevertheless it is important to show
whether the resistivity is indeed governed by percolation.135
Percolation models discussed in this section predict only one
critical probability and, therefore, zero width for the transition
region.128 This contradicts the experimental evidence. Recently, two
critical percolation probabilities have been theoretically considered"'
but no experimental or numerical results are known. In Chapter 5,
Section 5.3 the width of the transition region will be defined by using
a second critical probability and will be shown how it depends on the
particle size distribution in PTFRs.

3.6 APPLICABILITY OF CONDUCTION MECHANISMS TO PTFRs.

Conduction in metal/insulator mixtures is one of the classical
problems of solid state theory and it is not surprising that there
exists the cLiverslty of models anu theories reviewed in
Chapter-2 and in the previous sections of this Chapter. The range
of physical structures described is very wide; some are realistic
representations of practical films, some are idealized models whose main
attraction is that they can be accurately described mathematically. Since,

/M

certain features of some of the many models reviewed may be applicable
to polymer thick film resistors,the purpose of this section is to specify
the theoretical starting point for interpretation of the experimental
results.

The random dispersion of conductor particles in a continuous,
initially liquid-like insulator medium suggests that percolation theory
should define the metal-insulator transition. Above this transition,
the conductor particles form conducting channels and the resistivity
is defined by the detailed structure of the channels. Below the transition, however, the conductor particles or channel segments are separated by the polymer and conduction in the polymer determines the film
resistivity; as far as the compositional variation of resistance is
concerned, the effective medium models become appropriate.

In a more elaborate representation of the metal-polymer distribution, the conductor particle size distribution and the consequent
packing efficiency would also determine the critical conductor volume
fraction for the onset of percolation conduction. Since these are
controllable experimental variables and their influence can be
measured this forms an important part of the experimental work of
this project.
The models described in the literature present a less satisfactory guide to the conduction mechanism in the high resistance region
where the conductor concentration is below the critical volume fraction.
From the viewpoint of film structure, some of the uniform models cannot
be applicable to polymer resistors. In these models, the insulating
phase is assumed to be doped heavily by the conducting phase as a
result of either chemical reaction or diffusion. because the polymer resistors have relatively low curing temperatures(20 - 200°C) and
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carbon has very poor solubility and diffusion properties, the
conductor phase is unlikely to dope the polymer significantly. Moreover the only likely chemical reaction is between the polymer molecules and the surface carbon atoms. This, however, would be confined
only to the particle-polymer interface and is not sufficient to create
a uniform film structure.

Hopping models require localized energy states within the band
gap of the insulator. Above the softening point of the insulator
simple hopping conduction cannot be the dominant mechanism since a
non-rigid structure would give no well defined trapping states. For
polymer resistors in which the softening point of the polymer is well
within the operational temperature range of the resistors, this should
be taken into account if some variant of the hopping conduction process
is to be used as an important mechanism.
Conduction in a narrow band of localized states is believed to
require very large impurity concentrations. No experimental results
for the impurity concentration of polymer resistors exists in the
literature but the properties of the particular series of polymer
resistors used in this, project suggest that the existence of large
impurity concentrations in these resistors is less likely. Moreover,
the only predicted electric field effect is due to Joule heating 8 And
does not agree with the experimental results. This model has never
been fully worked out in the literature and does not seem applicable
enough to polymer resistors to justify its development here.

Non-tunneling barrier models have serious problems in explaining the weak temperature dependence of cermet resistors and there is
no reason to expect these problems to be resolved for polymer resistors.

Moreover, most of the mechanisms considered in these models cannot
explain the electric field properties of polymer resistors used:
some do not have field dependence, others have different field
characteristics. Only Poole-Frenkel and Schottky emissions have
the same field dependence as the polymer resistors investigated;
they will be discussed later in Section 5.5.

In conclusion, the literature review suggests that, depending
on the physical film structure, tunneling and hopping models are
possible for high resistivity polymer resistors. With percolation
theory as a starting point, it should be possible to identify conditions under which these potential mechanisms may apply and, within
that general model, to see if they are appropriate to the case of
polymer resistors.
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CHAPTER

4.1

4

: EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

INTRODUCTION

The experimental work involves the preparation of thick film
resistors and resistive materials and the investigation of their structural, electrical and thermodynamic properties.

In this Chapter, the technique used for separating the different
particle sizes is explained first. This is followed by the procedure
for making bulk and film resistors. The measurement techniques and
the equipment used are then described briefly.

4.2 PARTICLE SIZE SEPARATION

Two different techniques were employed to separate fine particles
from the original powders. In the case of silver-coated glass particles 139
a fractionation technique was used. It is basically a standard laboratory technique used to separate powders whose densities are different. But with modifications to suit the materials used in this
project. A schematic diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig 4.1.
When the pump is operating, water is transferred from the reservoir
to the bubble separator where the air bubbles created by the pump are
removed. From there, the regulated water passes to a separating
funnel which contains the mixture of particles of different sizes.
Since the net force acting as a particle (force cV(P
P and p

w

) where

are the density of particle and water respectively) is
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eparati ny
Funnel

"U
Pump

Keservoir

_- -

Collection bottle

Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the apparatus used for separating
the fine silver-coated particles from the original powder.

proportional to its volume, V, the larger particles sink under gravity
while the smaller particles can be carried up into the collection
bottle by a suitable upward water current, which is controlled by the
pump speed.

By decreasing the pump speed and repeating the process with the
particles collected in the collection bottle narrow particle size
distributions can be obtained. The main limitations of the technique
are:
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The pump speed, which is proportional to the density of
the material and the volume of the particles.

Time required to complete the cycle (4 - 5 hours).

The smallest particles (<I- pm in diameter) tend to stick
to the walls and cannot be removed easily. Thus the technique can be used to separate particles bigger than about
1pm in diameter.

The pump used in the apparatus was a small vacuum pump and was
able to operate at input voltages of 120-240 V

acl providing flow rates

of about 125-375 ml/min. (Fig 4.2). In order to reduce the total
time required for the process, 5 collection bottles connected in series
were used. After completing the first run at a flow rate of about
250 ml/min., particles in the last 3 collection bottles were transferred
into the separating funnel and the process repeated at a flow rate of
125 ml/min. Finally the particles in the last 3 collection bottles
were mixed, washed with distilled water and dried at 50°C in a box
oven. 20.5 gm of fine silver-coated particles were collected. The
powder's resistivity was measured as described later in Section 4.3.1
and was not found to be significantly different from that of the original
powder.
In the case of the Fe powder,140 a sieving technique was used
to avoid possible chemical reactions with the water. Fine Fe particles
were separated by sieving the origiial powder through a screen with a
mesh count of 150 per cm, giving a maximum particle diameter of about

400

325

250

175

WIN
120

150

180

210

240

VOLTAGE (VOLTS)

Fig 4.2: Flow characteristic of the pump used for particle
size separation.

40-6Opm.

No attempt was made to separate fine carbon particles. Instead,
two different charcoals (abbreviated as C1 141 and C3'42 ) with slightly
different particle size distribution were used.

In all cases, the particle size distribution of the powders was
determined by measuring the diameter of the particles on calibrated
SEM micrographs. (Fig 5.6, Chapter 5, Section 5.3). The maximum
particle size obtained for the original Ag-based powder was within
the limit of the manufacturer's specifications. Due to irregular shapes
of the Fe and C particles it was not possible to obtain the actual
particle size distribution. Instead, the average diameter of the largest and the smallest particles for each powder was determined from the
SEN micrograph.

4.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION

In this section the procedure followed in making bulk resistors
is explained and also the technique used for thick film depositions.

4.3.1 BULK SAMPLES

Before preparing the bulk samples, the densities and packing
fractions of the component materials were measured as outlined below.
The resin"' and hardener,'44 (since they are liquids) were poured into
a box whose height and volume were known. In order to remove air bubbles in the samples they were placed in a vacuum chamber for a few
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few hours; although the volume of air bLbbleswas reduced in this way
they were not eliminated completely. The samples were then weighed
on a sensitive balance.' 5 For the powders, however, a different
technique was employed.

As illustrated in Fig 4.3 distilled water was first poured into
a measuring cylinder whose weight (wi) was known. Both the water level
(hi) and the weight (w2) were measured. Then the powder was put into
the cylinder which was weighed again (4). The measuring cylinder
was then placed in an ultrasonic bath to remove the air between the
particles and then the water level (h2) was measured. After allowing
some time for the particles to settle down (24 hours for the Fe and
Ag-based powders and 72 hours for the charcoals) the powder level (h3)
was measured. From these collected data, the powders density,

P = (w3-w2)/(h2-.h])

Equ-4.1

and the packing fraction, P.F,

P.F = (h3-hl)/h3

Equ-4.2

I

h2

J_
w2

lu
W3

Fig 4.3: Schematic illustration of the technique followed in measuring
the density and packing fraction of powders.
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were obtained. This technique was suitable for the powders used since
they do not absorb the water and become swollen. The main source of
error was the water level readings (hl and h2) due to the concave water
surface. However, the bottom of the curvature was taken as the reference. The water density, P, = (w2-21)/hl, was calculated each time
and found to be within reasonable limits

x lO Kg/m').

The total error for the densities calculated from Equ 4.1 for typical
reading errors (1/4 x 106 m 3 for level readings and 1 mg for weight
measurements) was found to be within +.2% of the measured densities.
The measured densities were used throughout the experiments to convert from volume to weight, which is more easily measured.

All insulator/conductor mixtures were prepared according to

Wmi x = Vmi x[ p1(l - V) + PCV]

Equ-4.3

where Wmix and Vmix are the weight and the volume of the mixture, V
is the conductor volume fraction, and p1 and p are the densities of
the insulator and conductor respectively.

Vmix was taken as 1 cm'

throughout the experiments. In the case of epoxy/conductor mixtures,
the density of the insulator, which is the density of the resin/hardener mixture, P

C'

was calculated from

(VrP + V}Ph)/(V r + Vh)

Equ-4 .4

where the indices r and h represent the resin and hardener respectively
and V

and Vh were always equal to each other and taken as V

= Vh = 1 cm3.
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Epoxy/conductor samples were prepared by first mixing equal
portions of resin and hardener as described above and then stirring
in the conductor in accordance with Equ 4.3. In the case of the
epoxy/Fe and epoxy/Ag mixtures, 96% alumina lids 141 of dimensions
17 x 5 x 0.8 mm were filled with the mixture; opposite faces of
the lids were coated with ESL 9635 Pd/Ag conductive paste and fired
at 850°C in the belt furnace prior to filling. For the epoxy/C
system, plastic boxes of dimensions 27 x 8 x 14 mm were filled
with the mixtures; rectangular stainless steel electrodes were
fixed at opposite ends of the boxes prior to filling. All epoxy/
conductor samples were air cured at room temperature. All electrical measurements were carried out at least 100 hours after
the filling to make sure that polymerization was complete.

For powder samples a perspex tube with an inner diameter of
0.635 cm was used in the resistance measurement. A stainless steel
electrode was fixed at the bottom of the tube; the top electrode
consisted of a stainelss steel piston that was able to slide freely
in the tube. A constant pressure (25.2 x 10 Kg/m') was applied
on the sample for about 12 hours before the measurements were
taken to make sure that the particle arrangement and the contact
resistance between the particles were stabilized. After the
resistance was read the height of the powder in the tube was
measured using a travelling microscope, which was capable of
reading to 0.01 mm; the height was used to calculate the resistivity
of the mixtures from the usual formula.

Glass/Fe mixtures were also made. The glass is a oda-lime
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composition and it was prepared uy simply inJnersing an amount of the
original Ag-coated glass spheres in nitric acid, which dissolves
the silver layer. The thickness of the silver layer was calculated to be about 1% of the sphere radius so that the size distribution of the coated and uncoated spheres are practically
identical. In the case of the fired glass/Fe mixtures, powder
mixtures were transferred to a 96% alumina lid"' of dimensions
22.4 x 18.0 x 2.0 mm and fired in a belt furnace with the temperature profile shown in Figure 4.4. In order to avoid cracking,
the cooling cycle of the profile was altered to give a low cooling
rate. After firing the samples were taken out of the lids and
their weights as well as dimensions were measured. Then thin
wire electrodes were attached to the opposite ends using silver
conductive paint.

Equ-4..3 predicts a linear relation between the sample's density
and the conductor volume fraction. Although, it makes no distinction
between composite and powder systems, Equ-4.3 is not expected to hold
throughout the whole concentration range in the case where one of
the ingredients is a powder . Nevertheless, in the absence of air in
the system, Equ-4.3 may well be valid for those systems where the
conductor powder volume fractions are below the maximum packing fraction of the powder, and within this limit it can be used to check
the measured conductor volume fraction. In Fig 4.5 and Fig 4.6 sample
densities calculated from measured weights and dimensions are plotted
against the conductor volume fraction. As can be seen, the deviation
from the linear relation predicted by Equ-4.3 is large at high con-
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Fig 4.4: Temperature Vs. time graph of the belt furnace
used to fire glass/iron powder mixtures.
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ductor volume fractions and the densities tend to saturate.

At low conductor volume fractions, densities which are lower
than the densities predicted by Equ-4.3 can be attributed to the
presence of air in the samples. In order to find the true conductor
volume fraction, it is assumed that the conductor weight fraction, W,
does not change at all. Then the true conductor volume fraction, Vm
was calculated from

V

=

c

x W5 /V5 x p

Equ-4.5

where W and V5 are the measured weight and the volume of the sample
respectively. As can be seen from Fig 4.5 and Fig 4.6 a more linear
relation is obtained using this equation. The conductor volume fractions calculated from Equ-4.5 were taken as the true conductor volume
fractions.

4.3.2 THICK FILM DEPOSITION

The method used for depositing the commercial TFR's with a
defined geometry was the conventional screen printing technique
described in Chapter 1, Section 1.4.4.A hand printing machine 147 was
used to print a test pattern (Fig 4.7) consisting of 20 resistors with
10 different aspect ratios (Aspect ratio = length/width). The usual
print-fire-print fabrication sequence was used to produce the complete
pattern of conductors and resistors. 96% alumina substrates with dimensions 50 x 25 x 0.65 mm and enamelled steel substrates

with dimen-
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Fig 4.7: Test pattern used for depositing commercial TFRs.

sions 50 x 25 x 0.9 mm were used. The substrates were cleaned in an
ultrasonic bath with distilled water for 5 minutes and then dried at
about 1000 C prior to printing.

Because the enamel has a low melting

temperature (_.650 °C) only the resin-based resistors (RS-150 series)
were printed on enamelled steel substrates whereas both cermet type
resistors (EMCA-5000 series) and resin-based resistors were printed
on the alumina substrates. Before printing, the substrate-to-screen
distance was always set to 2 mm.

ESL-9635 Pd/Ag and ESL-1109-S conductive pastes were used for
the cermet and resin-based resistors respectively.

Conductors for

each resistor family were prepared under the same conditions as the
resistors (Table 4.1). A box oven' with a +1 0C temperature error
about the preset value was used to dry the films after printing.

All resistors were cured in air; the cermet TFRs were cured in a belt
furnace whereas the resin-based resistors were cured in a box oven
whose maximum temperature error was ±0.5°C about the preset temperature. The temperature profiles of the belt furnace and the box oven
were found to be reproducible and are given in Fig 4.8 and Fig 4.9.

Resistor/Conductor Emca-5000 series/ESL-9635 RS-150-Series/ESL-1109-S

room temp. for 15 mm

Settling

15 min at room temp.

Drying

120 C for 20 mm

o
80 C for 20 mm

Firing

850°C for 5 min

150°C for 2 hours

0

Table 4.1: Curing conditions for the commercial thick film pastes

The geometries of printed deposits were measured using a TaylorHobson Talysurf 4 which has a resolution of 1Mm/division with a possible
error of ±1%. These geometries were used in calculating the resistivities.

4.4 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Structural analysis of both powders and resistors was carried
out using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Prior to taking the
SEM micrographs the samples were usually coated with a very thin
layer of gold (c)bout 1-5 nm) to overcome charging problems. However,
the samples whose phase identification was the prime concern were not
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coated with Au. This resulted in increasing the secondary electron
emission from the insulator surface and therefore the insulating areas
appeared white on the micrographs. Although the charging effect was
minimised by decreasing the scan rate and electron energy, good picture
quality for the samples with high insulator concentration was not
obtained.

For SEN inspection of commercial TFRs, 1-1.5 mm thick samples
were prepared by printing and drying the successive layers and then
firing them under the same conditions as thick film deposits (Section
4.3.2). Instead of etching the insulator phase in an acid solution,
all samples, except the powders, were fractured and their cross-sections
were inspected in the SEN. (Fig 3.2,Chapter 3, Section 3.2).

4.5 TEMPERATURE AND ELECTRIC FIELD DEPENDENCE

All resistors with resistance values less than 14M2 at room
temperature were measured using a Sol'tron 7065 microprocessor voltmeter in the autoscale mode; those resistors with resistance values
higher than 14Mc were measured with a Keithley 610C electrometer.

Different experimental arrangements were used for the printed
and bulk samples. In order to read all the printed resistors on one
substrate at the same temperature, the system shown in Fig 4.10 was
used. The Minc-11 computer system (Fig 4.11) has dual floppy disc
drive units and high resolution graphic display. It is capable of
sending/receiving instructions/data under the program control to/
from external instruments through a 16 line IEEE bus. The Solar-Cron

Switch box

Touch button switches

i-lea'ce

rmocoupl e

Fig 4.10: Schematic diagram of the system used for high temperature resistance measurements
of the printed resistors.

A
1/

Fig 4.11: Photograph of MINC-11 system 1) Disc drive unit
2) Module house 3) Visual display unit 4) Keyboard 5) Teletype 6) HP-7225A digitial plotter
7) Solartron 7065 microprocessor voltmeter 8)
Touch button switch box 9) High voltage power
supply.
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7065 microprocessor voltmeter can be programmed either by the front panel
keys or through the IEEE bus to activate any of its 9 programs which
include temperature, resistance and voltage measurements. It has 10iV,
0.01°C and 0.11r

resolution in voltage (dc), temperature and resist-

ance modes respectively. The prober consists of 21 spring loaded
electrodes and a built-in hot plate whose temperature can be adjusted
by controlling the applied voltage.

The surface temperature of the substrate was measured by a
copper-constantan thermocouple which was attached to the substrate
surface by silver conducting paint. The MINC-11 computer was programmed to instruct the DVM to read either temperature or resistance
and to receive data from it. Substrate temperature was continuously
monitored until a pre-entered temperature was reached. Then the DVM
was instructed by the program to enter the resistance reading mode
and start reading the resistances of the selected resistors into
the MINC memory. The maximum allowed rate of temperature increase
within 1°C of the pre-entered temperature values was 0.1 0C/min. A
temperature difference of about 0.1°C between the first and the last
resistance readings was achieved by this semi-automatic data collection
system, which could easily be made fully automatic by using the clock
module of the MINC-11.

The high temperature characteristics of the bulk samples were
obtained by heating them in a box oven"' whose internal temperature
error was +0.5°C about the mean value. In this case, the oven temperature was measured by a NiCr/NiAl thermocouple connected to a
digital thermometer. 151

iquid

Fig 4.12: Schematic diagram of the system used for low temperature resistance
measurements.
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For low temperature d.c resistivity measurements the experimental
set up shown in Fig 4..12 was used. The sample was mounted in a cold
finger type chamber. The sample temperature was measured by a chromelalumel thermocouple located underneath the sample. After creating the
vacuum inside the chamber, the sample was cooled down to 8K by
liquid nitrogen and left there for a few minutes. Both temperature
and resistance were measurec simultaneously at 20 second intervals
while the sample temperature increased at an average rate of 0.50 K/nhin.
5y applying a voltage to a built-in heater. 600 data points
were collected between 85_3750K for each sample.

For ratio tracking with temperature and the high electric field
experiments a simple voltage divider was used. In the case of ratio
tracking the divider consisted of the pair of resistors whose ratio
was to be measured. (Fig 4.13).

Fig 4.13: Schematic diagram of the voltage divider.

Both the applied voltage, V. and the voltage across one of the
resistors, V1 , were measured by thesolartron 7065 DVM and the ratio
R2/R1 , was calculated from
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R2/R1 = (_. - 1)
1

Equ-4.6

To find the electric field dependence of the resistors, a
resistor with a ow voltage coefficient of resistivity (VCR) was
connected in series with the sample to form a voltage divider. (Fig
4.13). The applied voltage was supplied by a variable power supply152
which was capable of supplying 3000 Vdc with very little ripple. When
the applied voltage, V. was higher than 1100 Vdc a 1:4 precision
voltage divider with low VCR was used to measure it. Otherwise V
and V1 were measured directly by the Solatron 7065 DVM. R2 (V 2 ) was
calculated from Equ-4.6.

4.6 THERMAL ANALYSIS

Thermal analysis of the samples as described below was carried
out with a Stanton Redcraft model 673-4 differential thermal analyser
(DTA). A matched pair of alumina crucibles were used as the sample
and reference holders. The reference material was chemical grade
A1 2 0 3 powder with very fine particle sizes. Before each measurement,
the DTA was calibrated according to the manufacturer's instructions
to make sure that the instrument's noise and drift were within the
specified limits. The DTA was operated in the heating mode between
0
ambient and about 260 C in air with a temperature increase of 5°C!
mm. All the recordings were taken at the same instrument setting
(T = 2 mV scale, AT = 10 mV scale) throughout the experiments. Before
and after the experiments the sample's weight was measured using an
lLf

5

Oertling sensitive balance which was capable of measuring to 0.01 mg.
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All the epoxy/conductor samples for DTA measurements were prepared
as described in Section 4.3.1. Commercial thick film inks, however,
were poured directly into the crucibles. All samples were cured under
the same conditions as their resistor counterparts as described in
Section 4.3.1 and Section 4.3.2. To avoid bubbles in the samples of
commercial inks, they were put into the crucible in small amounts
and dried after each addition. Although bubbles were reduced in
this way, they were not eliminated completely. No attempt, however,
was made to change the curing conditions. The weight of the samples
was kept constant at about 90 mg to allow direct comparison of the
results.

Since the polymer mixtures could not be dissolved once they
were cured, the crucibles were cleaned by heating them in a box oven
up to 1000°C for half an hour. During heating, the polymer was burned
out. The residues were in general removed easily; only the residue
of the epoxy/Ag based mixtures needed to be removed in a HF acid
solution. The crucibles were than placed in an ultrasonic bath with
distilled water for about 10 minutes. After a second heat treatment
they were allowed to cool down to room temperature. No weight loss
or gain was measured after this cleaning process.
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CHAPTER

5.1

5

: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

INTRODUCTION

In this section the experimental results will be presented
and discussed in six sections.

In Section 5.2, the experiments

concerned with the effect of different types of substrate on the
performance of thick film resistors are presented. The discussion
mainly relates to whether the new alternative to the alumina-substrate/
cermet-TFR combination, namely enamelled-steel-substrate/polymer TFR,
has advantages for practical applications.

In Section 5.3, the resistivity vs. conductor volume fraction
curves (blending curves) of poxy/curiuuctur mixtures will be the rhain
concern. The effects of particle size distribution on the blending
curve will be discussed in depth.

Section 5.4 deals with the temperature switching effect
observed in some epoxy/conductor mixtures.

In Section 5.5, the experimental results on the temperature
and electric field characteristics of commercial TFRs will be
presented and the electrical conduction mechanisms proposed for
TFRs in the literature, namely the tunneling models, Poole-Frenkel
emission and hopping models all of which were reviewed earlier in
Chapter 2, Section 2.5, will be discussed on the basis of the new
experimental evidence.

In Section 5.6, a model for the electrical conduction process in TFRs will be developed and tested with the experimental
results presented in Section 5.5 for polymer TFRs.

5.2 SUBSTRATE EFFECTS

In order to investigate the effects of enamelled steel
substrates on the electrical characteristics of PTFRs and to make
comparison with the electrical characteristics of cermet TFRs on
alumina substrates, a basic resistor test pattern (Fig 4.7, Chapter
4, Section 4.3.2) which combines a wide range of aspect ratios with
10 identical components was used. Three groups of samples were
routinely prepared:

Ru-based cermet type EMCA-5314 resistors (1OK2/o)
with Ag-Pd electrodes (ESL-9635) on alumina
substrates.
Epoxy-based ESL/RS-150-14 (10KQ/o) resistors with
ESL-1109-S electrodes on alumina substrates.
As ii but on enamelled steel substrates.

In each case, resistors and conductors were always fired
separately as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.2. To obtain
statistically valid results 5 substrates were prepared for each
case. A semi-automatic data collection system (Fig 4.10, Chapter 4

Section 4.5) was used to read the resistance values and temperature. Averages of the resistor values for the 5 substrates were
then calculated at each temperature reading point. Information on
resistor geometry was obtained with the Talysurf-4.
Resistors near the substrate edges were found to have larger
resistances than those of near the middle due to reduction in
their thicknesses. For resin-based resistors, resistances near
the edges were about 25% and 10% higher than the ones near the
middle on enamelled steel and alumina substrates respectively.
For resistors on alumina substrates this is probably caused by
the unsupported screen near the edges which smears the resistor
material and reduce the thickness. For enamelled steel substrates,
however, thicker glaze layer near the edges (Fig 5.1) which is
created by the substrate production technique, viz, dipping, could
also contribute it.

Since the resistors with reduced thickness

would show different electrical characteristics resistors near
the edges were not included in the results in this Chapter.

-

Fig 5.1: Cross-section of enamelled steel substrate.
b) Glaze layer
a) Steel core
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The distributions of resistance values of 35 identical
resistors - whose length and width were 1.5 mm - for the cases
described above are shown in Fig 5.2 and indicate the relatively
poor print quality of polymer TFRs on enamelled steel substrates.
Inadequate printer setting is probably responsible for the markedly poor print quality of cermet TFRs.

The normalized average resistance for each case is plotted
against temperature in Fig 5.3. The standard deviations in the
resistance readings at each temperature point were constant
throughout the whole temperature range for each resistor-substrate
combinations: about 0.61 KQ for RS-150-14/alumina substrate, about
1.40 KQ for RS-150-14/enamelled steel substrate and about 2.60K2
for EMCA-5314/alumina substrate.

Temperature coefficients of resistance (TCR) were calculated
from

TCR - R(T) - R(293)
R(293)

X

106
T - 293

ppm/°K

Equ-5.l

for each resistor family-substrate combination and are plotted
against temperature in Fig 5.4. In Equ-5.1 R(T) and R(293) are
the average resistances at temperature T and 293°K. As can be
seen from Fig 5.4, resin-based resistors on enamelled steel substrates have smaller TCR values than those on alumina substrates.
Although in terms of the average resistance value (17,10 Ks] for
RS-150-14/alumina and 20.30 Kc2 for RS-150-14/enamelled steel)
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Fig 5.2: Distribution of resistance values of polymer
and cermet TFRs on 96% alumina and enamelled
steel substrates.
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this might be surprising, as far as the resistivities are concerned
(0.42 cni on alumina and 0.33 2m on enamelled steel substrate) the
TCR values are what might be expected. 18

Nevertheless, for the

resin-based resistors, the TCR and average resistance values on
both substrates show the same characteristic change with temperature: their magnitude decreases steadily as the temperature increases. Temperature characteristics of polymer TFRs will be
discussed later in Section 5.5 and in Section 5.6 in detail.

No attempt was made to study why the resistivities and TCR
on enamelled steel substrates are smaller than on alumina substrates for the same resistive ink. However, semiquantitative Xray fluorescence analysis of enamelled steel substrates" indicates the existence of substantial amounts of metallic impurities,
particularly Na, in the glaze and suggests the possibility of
metallic doping into the resistor material from the substrate,
which would decrease both the resistivity and TCR.

Although the print quality of resin-based resistors in Fig
5.2 is better than that of cermet type resistors the resin-based
resistors are considerably more sensitive to temperature (Fig 5.3).
For a temperature rise of 60°C resin-based resistors on both alumina and enamelled steel substrates show an approximately 5% change
whereas cermet resistors show

a change of 0.75% in their

absolute values. Although this is what might be expected from a
system processed at low temperatures it is very much outside the
specifications required for some applications where the temperature stability of the resistor value is important. (i.e. RC net-
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works, active filters etc). However, for many applications the
important parameter is the ratio of two resistances and thus the
ability of retaining the ratio over the operating temperature range
is important. For example; the circuits whose substrate layouts
are shown in Fig 1.4 (Chapter 1, Section 1.4.1), namely R-2R
resistor networks of DAC, instrumentation and differential amplifiers, require 0.1% or better ratio tracking over the whole
operational temperature (0 - 75°C).

Table 5.1 shows the change in normalized ratios of 36
different resistor pairs (the number of permutations of 9
resistors 2 at a time) having a range of geometries with temperature; the results are similar for both resin and cermet TFRs
on alumina and enamelled steel substrates and were obtained by
reading the resistor values at about the same temperature and
then calculating the ratio of resistor values. As can be seen
from Table 5.1, the ratio tracking for each case is about the
same and -.0.1% between 20°C and 800C.

However, the results shown in Table 5.1 should not be
interpreted as the ratio tracking under the normal operational
conditions since the ratios in Table 5.1 were calculated at
certain known substrate temperatures rather than measuring them
under different load conditions. Under real operational conditions,
besides the print quality and reproducibility, an additional factor,
heat dissipation capacity of the substrate, also affects the ratio
tracking. Comparing the heat dissipation capacity of the substrates 21 '22
(Fig 5.5) it is seen that for a given circuit design and operational
conditions, the resistors on enamelled steel substrates will be cooler

Conductor Resistor Substrate Temp.

20

25

30

35

40

Average
ratio

1

1.0002

1.0005

1.0008

1.0009

1.0010 0.0010 0.0011

0.0012 0.0010

Standard
deviation

-

0.0001

0.00017 0.0023 0.0027 0.0028 00032 0.0036

0.0038 0.0041

Average
ratio

1

1.0003

1.0002

1.0011

Standard
deviation

-

0.0012 0.0046 0.0040 0.0042 0.0042 0.0043 0.0039 0.0040 0.0042

Average
ratio

1

0.9999

1.0000

1.0000

Standard
deviation

-

0.0004 0.0024 0.0013 0.0020 0.0033 0.0033 0.0004 0.0039

0.0004

45

50

60

70

80

0

96%

Alumina
ESL-1109S

RS-15014
1.0008

1.0012

1.0010

1.0010 1.0010

0.0001

Enamelled
steel

ESL
9635

EMCA
5314

1.0017

1.000

1.007

0.9999

1.0000

1.0002

96%
Alumina

Table 5.1:

Average ratio tracking of two resistors with temperature on 96% alumina and enamelled
steel substrates.
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Fig 5.5: Power Vs. temperature difference graphs of alumina
and steel substrates. (Taken from ref 19 ).

and their temperatures will be closer to each other than they would
be on 96% alumina substrates. Therefore, the ratio tracking of
poor quality resistors, such as polymer TFRs, on enamelled steel
substrates would be expected to be comparable with or better than
the ratio tracking of high quality resistors on alumina substrates.

5.3 EFFECTS OF PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION

In this section, the experimental results related to thechange in
in tne resistivity of polymer/cunuuctor ii,ixtures as a function of conductor
volume fraction and particle size distribution will be presented
and their percolative characteristics will be discussed.

In order to avoid the possible structural and chemical
complexities which could be introduced by solvents and organic
binders, the samples were prepared from the basic resistor ingredients, namely insulating and conducting phases. Epoxy-resin
was the insulating phase and 3 different conductor powders were
used: Ag-coated glass spheres, Fe and C powders. Fine Ag and fine
Fe particles were separated from their original powders as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.2.

The densities and packing fractions of the original powders
and the densities of the epoxy-resin components, resin and hardener, were measured as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1 and
are listed in Table 5.2. Because the fine powders were obtained
in small quantities their densities and packing fractions were not
measured. Although the packing fractions of powders may change due

Material

Density
(xlO 3 kg/m3 )

Packing
fraction of
powder (%)

Shape

Minimum
particle
radius (pm)

Maximum
particle
radius (pin)

Resin

1.2+0.05

-

-

-

-

Hardener

1.0+0.05

-

-

-

-

Original Ag

2.7+0.05

63±5

Spherical

<0.5

25

Fine Ag

2.7

-

Spherical

<0.5

10

Original Fe

7.9±0.05

48±5

Irregular

Fine Fe

7.9

-

Irregular

7

20

Charcoal (Cl)

1.50±0.05

34.2+5

Irregular

-0.5

40

Charcoal (0)

1.53±0.05

18.2+5

Irregular

0.5

.50

Table 5.2: Specifications of the materials used.
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151 the density
to changes in the particle size distribution,
of the fine powder materials are expected to be the same as
those of the original powder materials. Since the densities
and packing fractions were measured in a medium whose density was
x 10 Kg/m', the error in the case of the C powders might, be
expected to be more than the values given in Table 5.2. Nevertheless the measured densities are in good agreement with the data
found in the literature.'5

SEM micrographs of the powders (Fig 5.6) were used to obtain
information on particle sizes. In the case of the Ag-coated
spheres, data was collected by measuring the diameter of approximately 820 particles for both the original and the fine powders.
The results are shown in Fig 5.7 and Fig 5.8 for the original and
fine Ag powders respectively. For the Fe, Cl and C3 powders, due
to the irregular particle shapes, only the average diameters of
the smallest and the largest particles were measured. The results
are given in Table 5.2. It should be noted that because of the
particle size separation techniques employed (fractionation and
sieving) the particle size distribution and thus the average particle
size changes due to the elimination of larger particles, but the minimum particle size and the particle shape remai.n the same.

In general, the epoxy/original-powder mixtures were prepared
with conductor volume fractions of 55, 50, 45, 40, 35, 30 and 25
and 20% whereas the epoxy/fine powder mixtures were prepared with
conductor volume fractions of 55.0, 52.5, 50.0, 47.5, 45.0, 42.5,
40.0, 37.5, 35.0 and 32.5% as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1.

(a) Original Ag-coated glass particles

(b) Fine Ag-coated glass particles

Fig 5.6: SEM micrographs of the conducting powders

c) Original Fe particles
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d) Fine Fe particles

Fig 5.6: SEN micrographs of the conducting powders.
(Continued)
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(e) Charcoal (Cl) particles

(f) Charcoal (C3) particles

Fig 5.6: SEM micrographs of the conducting powders.
(Continued).
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Fig 5.7: Particle size distribution of the original Ag
powder.
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The average blending curves (average of 4 runs for the epoxy/Cl,
C3, Fe and original Ag mixtures and of 7 runs for the epoxy/fine Ag
mixtures) of the mixtures are shown in Figs 5.9 - 5.11. The error
in the conductor volume fraction is about +0.5% for all mixtures,
but the spread in the resistivity for a given conductor volume
fraction, V

MD

increases as V decreases. For example, for the epoxy/

original - Ag mixtures the spread in the filin resistivity at Vm
50% is about +15% whereas at VM = 35% it is about +50%.

Such an increase in the spread of film resistivity is expected
and can be understood from Fig 3.8 (Chapter 3, Section 3.5). In
the metallic region (p > 0.7 in Fig 3.8) changing the position of
a few randomly chosen points would not cause the current to change
very much because there will always be at least one current path
connecting the two electrodes. (Opposite faces of the square).
However, in the transition region (0.3

p

0.7) changing the

position of even a single point could cause current to flow or to
be blocked. In the dielectric region (p

0.3) the film resistivity

will be relatively insensitive to the position of points; in this
case the resistivity will be so high that an accurate value is difficult to obtain.

The critical volume fractions (CVF) of the mixtures, the
conductor volume fraction below which the resistivity increases
sharply, shown in Figs 5.9 - 5.11 are higher than the values given
in the literature for some polymer/conductor mixtures and cermet
TFRs (Table 3.2). Because the resistivity of carbon powder is
known to be sensitive to pressure, the effects of filling pressure
were investigated to see whether the CVF observed are genuine.
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Fig 5.9: Resistivity vs conductor volume fraction for
the epoxy/original Ag powder mixtures (1) and
the epoxy/fine Ag powder mixtures (2).
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The blending curves of the epoxy/Cl mixtures were obtained at two
different filling pressures. One set of samples was prepared as before
(Chapter 4, Section 4.3.1) while the other set was prepared by applying
pressure by hand during the filling stage. The samples having low conductor volume fractions were not suitable for the application of pressure
since the epoxy was in liquid state. In the case of the samples whose
conductor volume fractions were greater than the CVF the resistivities,
and also the spread in resistivities, were decreased by about 20% as a
result of increased filling pressure. The CVF, however, remained relatively
unchanged.
A similar result was also obtained for the blending curve of the
glass/original Fe mixtures. Three sets of samples were prepared and the
resistivities of each set of samples were measured under different pressures. The objective was to define whether the critical volume fractions
affected by the applied pressure. Since, only the representatives of different pressure limits were used the applied pressures were not measured
precisely. The resistivities of the first set of samples were measured at
an applied pressure of 25.4 x 10kg/m2 whereas the resistivities of the
second set of samples were measured out about 75 - 100 x 104 kg/m2 applied
pressure. Third set of samples were prepared by firing the glass/original
mixtures as described in Section 4.3.1. The pressure which is required
to be applied to the powders to obtain the same geometry and stability as
the fired mixture would be very much higher than the previously applied
pressures. Although Fe particles on the top surface were slightly oxidized during the firing, the particles inside the sample were found to be
free from oxide. In fact, the film resistivities in Fig 5.12 are very
much lower than those expected from mixtures of glass and iron oxide, which
is practically an insulator. The porous appearance of the glass in the
fired samples suggests that the glass particles did not melt completely.
As can be seen from Fig 5.12 while the shape of the curves changes,
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Fig 5.12: Log resistivity vs. conductor volume fraction
for glass-original Fe powder mixtures at
different applied pressures 1) 25.4 kg/m'
2) Pressed by hand (P>25.4 kg/m') 3) Fired
mixtures.
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the CVF remains relatively unchanged. The CVF in Fig 5.12 (15 - 16%)
can be adequately described by Equ-3.13 (Chapter 3, Section 3.5) which
is rewritten here for convenience.

c = V
Here f is the packing fraciton, p

Equ-5 .2
c is the critical probablility and V

is the CVF (Vc = 15% in 3D). These results are consistent with the
findings of Ottavi et a1 13° and indicate that axial external pressure
does not change the CVF.
The data shown in Figs 5.9 and 5.11 and the particle size distribution data given in Table 5.2 indicate that the average CVF for the
same conductor type decreases as the particle size distribution broadens.
For example, for epoxy/Ag mixtures (Fig 5.9) the CVF shifts from about
50% to about 40% on increasing the maximum particle diameter from 251m to
50im. For epoxy/C mixtures a similar shift is also observed (Fig 5.10):
the CVF changes by 20% (from about 50% to about 30%) on increasing the
average maximum particle diameter from about 80im to about 100im. However, for the epoxy/Fe mixtures, where the particle size distribution
of the original and fine powders are very close, the shift in CVF is
not so evident.
It has been suggested155 that film resistivity and CVPs are
affected by factors such as adhesion and reaction between the
conductor and epoxy. For the mixtures shown in Figs 5.9 - 5.11 the
shift in CVF cannot be related to these factors. Because, for a
given polymer/conductor mixture and conductor volume fraction, the
total adhesion and the total number of reactions between polymer
and conductor particles (both of which are expected to be proportional to the total polymer - conductor interface area) are expected
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to increase as the total conductor surface area increases. Therefore,
the film resistivity can be expected to decrease as the width of the
particle size distribution decreases, since this increases the total
number of particles and thus the total conductor area. However,
exactly the opposite was observed.
For polymer/carbon mixtures it has been suggested 71 that the
structure and oil absorption of th.e carbon particles affect the
CVF. Even if the change in CVF's of the epoxy/carbon mixture is
due to such factors, they cannot be operative for the epoxy/Ag
and epoxy/Fe mixtures because, unlike the charcoals, which are
known to be a gas absorber due to their porous structures, silver
and iron particles do not have such properties. Moreover, because
the fine silver and iron particles were obtained from their original powders, such factors are not expected to show large variations between the fine and original powder.

The models discussed in Chapter 3 do not explain the shift
of CVF with changes in the particle size distribution. Although,
as demonstrated in Chapter 3, Section 3.3 (Fig 3.3), classical
effective medium theory (EMT) implicitly predicts a decrease in
the film resistivity as the width of the particle size distribution increases, which is in agreement with the data shown in
Figs 5.9 - 5.11, they have very limited use because the particle
size distribution does not enter the equations as a parameter. In
EMT and statistical models, the only structural parameter is the
shape of the conductor particles and the particle sizes are not
considered. As far as the particle size effect is concerned, per-
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colation theory seems to be a more flexible approach. Usually,
critical percolation or CVF calculations are based on computer
simulations and the results therefore depend on how well the
properties of the real systems are understood and on how well
they are incorporated into the program.
The morphology of polymer TFRs discussed in Chapter 2,
Section 2.3.2 suggests that polymer TFRs are best represented
by percolation on a continuum. In this case, for equal size
spheres it was suggested132 that the empirical relation given
by Equ-5.1 is also valid and there exists an invariant CVF (Vc
15% in 3D). However, the spread of CVFL5 quoted in the literature
for polymer TFRs (6%' - 37%136) (Table 3.2) and the results of
computer studies of hard-core--circles percolating in 2D in a
continuous medium134 support neither the idea of a constant CVF
nor the proposed small value of the CVF. No computer studies of
variable size hard-core spheres (circles) percolating in a continuous medium are known to compare the results. Apart from the
large amount of computer time and memory required there seems no
reason why such a study should not be possible. The percolation
concepts will be returned to later in this section.

The only known model that was specifically proposed for the
blending curve of polymer TFRs 7 ' assumes that the film resistivity
is dependent on the thickness of the insulating layers between the
conductor particles and predicts an exponential relation between
the film resistivity, PS, and conductor volume fraction, Vrn
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Equ-5 .3
Ps

= exp(a/Vm)

where a and p are constants (for polyimide/C and epoxy/C mixtures
3.15 < a < 403 and 0.30 < p < 0.83 values were used to obtain the
best fit to experiments). 71 In Fig 5.13, Equ-5.3 is plotted
against conductor volume fraction for different values of a and p.
As can be seen, depending on aand p, it is possible to obtain a
reasonable fit to experimental blending curve data. However, lack
of physical meaning of the parameters restricts the use of this
model and certainly its exploitation for the particle size distribution effect.

In order to calculate the effect of particle size distribution on the CVF the concept of contact probability was used.
In Appendix 1, the contact probability, which shows how well the
conducting particles are connected to each other in a continuous
insulatingnieiiuu is calculated as a function of particle size
distribution and conductor volume fraction. It is assumed that
the conductor particles are spherical in shape and distributed to
form a simple cubic lattice in 3D (square lattice in 2D).

The

insulating phase is assumed to occupy the inter-particle space
(Fig 5.14).

Fig 5.15 shows how the contact probability for a constant
particle size distribution (Equ-A.11) changes with conductor volume
fraction for two different ranges of particle sizes. As can be
seen from the figure, the contact probability is a continuous function of V

M

and increases with increasing conductor volume fraction.

The rate of change of the contact probability with conductor volume
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Fig 5.13: Log resistance vs. conductor volume fraction
predicted by Equ-5.3 for different parameters.

Fig 5.1 4 : SEM micrographs of a fractured sample of the epoxy/
original Ag mixture containing 50; epoxy by volume.
White areas are epoxy-resin.
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Fig 5.15: Contact probability vs. conductor volume fraction
for two different particle size distributions in 3D

fraction depends on X(X = r max /rmin where rniax and rmin are
the radiuso.f the largest and smallest particles in the system) which
represents the particle size distribution for the specific case
considered, and is increased by narrowing the particle size distribution.

In order to find the CVF (i.e. the volume fraction correspoding to the critical contact probability in Fig 5.15). The
critical contact probability must be known. In Fig 5.16 corresponding CVFs of four arbitrarily chosen critical contact probabilities are plotted against X. It is seen that whatever the critical contact probability value is, the CVF is expected to shift
toward zero with increasing particle size distribution.

The critical contact probability has the same physical meaning as critical percolation probability in percolation theory. As
far as the blending curve is concerned, the CVF indicates where
the metal-insulator transition takes place. However, a single
critical contact probability, like a single critical percolation
probability, leads to a zero width transition region, which is not
observed in practice. In addition, a single critical contact or
percolation probability leads to the physically unacceptable conclusion that a physical event can start and end at the same point
on a dimensional axis such as volume fraction or time

This

would be avoided if two critical contact probabilities, P h and P 1
(h = high, 1 = low) were assigned to the critical points shown in
Fig 3.1 (Chapter 3, Section 3.2) thereby giving the transition
region width. The lower critical contact probability, P1 , can be
interpreted as the contact probability at which the conductor particles
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Fig 5.16: The dependence of critical volume fraction on
particle size distribution for four arbitrarily
chosen critical contact probabilities in 3D.
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are beginning to come together to form an extensive network of
conducting particles (i.e. p0.3 in Fig 3.8, Chapter 3, Section
3.5) whereas the higher critical contact probability at which an
effective network of conductive particles is actually formed for
the first time in the system (i.e. 0.6

p - 0.7 in Fig 3.8). The

latter is identical with the critical percolation probability.
In fact, the case of two critical percolation probabilities, instead
of one, has been recently considered theoretically.'25

In Fig 5.17 the width of the transition region, AV, (EquA.12) is plotted against X for four pairs of critical contact
probabilities. A sharp transition, i.e. zero width, is predicted
if the two critical contact probabilities are very close or equal
to each other and also if the particles are of uniform size. The
position of the peak, however, depends on the values of the critical contact probabilities.

The model predicts that as the particle size range broadens,
i.e. as X increases, the CVFs shift to lower values and the width
of the transition region first increases sharply then decreases.
From Figs 5.9 - 5.11 it is clear that the observed values of the
CVFs are in qualitative agreement with these predictions. In Fig
5.11 the particle size ranges of the original and fine Fe powders
are so close (Table 5.2) that better quantitative results are
required. The data obtained by Shen-Li 71 for PTFRs also supports
the model. He shows that a carbon black with a large average
particle size yields a lower CVF and narrower transition region than
a carbon black with a small average particle size (it is possible
that for these systems the average particle size reflects the range
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Fig 5.17: Width of the transition region vs. X (rmax /rmin)
for four arbitrarily chosen pairs of critical
contact probabilities in 3D.
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of particle size). However, no other data in the literature was
found to compare these results with.

The results in this analysis were obtained for f(v) =
Constant, where f(v1 ) is the conductor volume distribution function.
A more realistic volume distribution function such as a Poisson or
Gaussian distribution, as suggested by Figs 5.7 - 5.8, would give
better quantitative agreement with experiment and would yield
results which are dependent on the average particle size as well
as X. However, because of the non-linear relation between the
volume and radius, the relation between the volume distribution
function, f(v1 ) and the radius distribution function, f(r1 ),
will not be linear and the analysis will become considerably more
complex.

The shape of the particles has not been taken into account
in the model. It has been shown29 '102 that the contact probability
increases with the increasing irregularity of the particle shape
which in turn decreases the CVF. However, it is not known how the
critical contact probabilities are affected.

Until now, only the relation between the contact probability
and the conductor volume fraction has been considered and nothing
has been said about the film resistivity. Unlike the other formulae,
Equ-3.15 (Chapter 3, Section 3.5) which is rewritten here for convenience
-M
P = p0(p -

Equ-5.4
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seems to be applicable to a variety of systems.135
p0 , P PC and

The parameters

in Equ-5.4 are explained in Chapter 3, Section 3.5.

In fact, the value of the critical exponent, p, calculated from
Equ-5.4 is 1.4 for the epoxy/original-Ag mixtures for V = 40% (Fig
5.18), which is well within the expected range of values (viz,
1.38 - 2)h 1135 and consistent with the values obtained for the
other systems (Table 3.2, Chapter 3, Section 3.5) including the
fired glass/original-Fe mixtures (pl.7 Fig 5.19). Therefore the
applicability of Equ-5.4 to polymer/conductor mixtures and the
similarity between the contact and percolation probabilities encourage the use of Equ-5.4, which is only valid in the metallic
region (p z.pc or V> V). In this case, p and p in Equ-5.4
should be replaced by P (Equ-A.13) and P

h

respectively.

-ii
P = p0

Equ-5.5

-

Equ-5.5 can be used to discuss the features of the blending curve
in the metallic region (now defined as P c Zh•

From Equ-5.5

and Fig 5.15 it is seen that the mixtures having narrow particle
size distribution are expected to show the fastest change in their
blending curves in the metallic region.

Although this is not

seen clearly in Figs 5.9 - 5.11, it is clearly seen from Fig la,b
of reference 71.

In summary, conductor particle size distribution in polymer
TFRs influences the contact probability between the particles and
through it controls the conducting channel formation. Since the
larger particles promotes the contacts between the particles,
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Fig 5.18: Log normalized resistivity vs. log conductor
volume fraction for the epoxy/original-Ag
mixtures.
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resistors having wide range of particle sizes retain their conducting channels for lower values of conductor volume fractions
and the rate of change of the resistor properties related to
conducting channels is smaller.

5.4 TEMPERATURE SWITCHING

In this section the experimental results related to a temperature effect in the epoxy/conductor mixtures will be presented
and the phenomena will be discussed in detail.

The temperature characteristics of epoxy/Ag and epoxy/Fe
mixtures having high conductor volume fractions were measured in
a box oven as described in Chapter 4, Section 4.5 between 20 - 70°C.
Because the resistances increase sharply as the temperature increases and the epoxy/carbon mixtures have high resistivities at
room temperature (_108 - 109 c2m) (Fig 5.10) their high temperature characteristics were not measured. However, they too,seem
to show a similar change to that exhibited by the other systems
0
for a small rise in temperature (about 15 C), namely an abrupt
rise from low to high resistance. The results are shown in Figs
5.20 and 5.21 for the epoxy/Ag and the epoxy/Fe mixtures respectively.

Comparing the conductor volume fractions of the mixtures
in Figs 5.20 and 5.21 with their corresponding blending curves
shown in Figs 5.9 and 5.11 it is seen that the temperature switching is a characteristic of the mixtures whose conductor volume
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fractions are in metallic region. This is also supported by
the low resistance value of the mixtures in the literature 156'157
which show the same switching effect.

Because the transition from low to high resistance is very
sharp and the transition temperatures are roughly the same as the
glass-transition temperature of the polymers, the temperature switching has been related'56 ' 157 to the phase transition of polymers,
during which the polymer's volume and thermal expansion coefficient show an abrupt change. 53 ' 55 These models differ in detail.
According to one model,' 56 the sudden increase in the polymer's
volume at the melting temperature decreases the conductor volume
fraction below the CVF and thus the resistivity increases. The
volume expansion coefficient of polymer, ct, required to decrease
the conductor volume fraction from its original value, Vm°9 to the
critical volume fraction, Vm' within a temperature range of AT
can be written as

V 0
m
=

o
1-V

_
-1
[(

m

- 1)

+ 1

Vm

(1
V

-

_

Equ-5.6
Vm

Here a is the volume expansion coefficient of the conductor. For
the epoxy/50% Fe mixture (V m0
ac
x 10

10 6
C'.

50%) where Vm'

40% (Fig 5.11),

and AT - 10°C (Fig 5.21), Equ-5.6 gives aIz

5.0

This would mean that the sample's volume is increased

by about 50% within 10°C, which would cause sample deformation.
However, no such effect was observed. On the other hand, the
resistivity change in the blending curve of the epoxy/Fe mixture
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(Fig 5.11), which is about 10Kg for a decrease of conductor volume fraction from 50% to 40%, is about 25 times smaller than the
resistivity change observed in Fig 5. 21.

Because the temper-

ature switching is assumed to be a bulk effect in this model,
any dramatic change in thermal expansion coefficient of the mixtures can be expected to be detectable by differential thermal
analysis (DTA) of the samples.

DTA reveals the kind of thermal

reactions (endothermic, exothermic) taking place in the sample
under investigation when it is heated in a temperature-controlled
chamber. 158

DTA curves of the epoxy and eopxy/40% conductor (original
Ag and original Fe) samples are shown in Fig 5.22a - c respectively.

The curves were obtained for the same sample weights

and instrument settings to allow direct comparison (Chapter 4,
Section 4.6). A relatively sharp exothermic shift which appeared
immediately after the heat programmer was switched on is probably
caused by sudden heating. As can be seen from the figures,
0
between room temperature and approximately 413 K (1400C), which
is about the melting point of the epoxy-resin, Tm no dramatic
change takes place. In fact, the second order transition at
0
T z 323 K (500C), which corresponds to the glass transition, 157
is barely apparent in the curves. Nevertheless, for all samples,
both the melting and the second order transition seem to take place
at about the same temperatures, indicating that it is due to the
epoxy-resin. In fact, Ag and Fe are not expected to have a phase
transition or to give a chemical reaction in the temperature range
of interest.
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It has also been suggested that'57 the differential thermal
expansion between the polymer and the conductor particle relieves
the internal stresses created during the polymerisation and cooling
cycle and thus increases the contact resistance at the melting temperature of the polymer.

Although, an increase in contact resist-

ance could be responsible for the relatively small change in
resistivity below the transition temperature, a change in contact
resistance is not expected to cause such a sharp increase. 157 Also,
the model predicts that the resistivity transition temperature is
the same as the glass-transition temperature of the polymer, but
the resistivity transitions in Figs 5.20 and 5.21 take place at
temperature (30 - 40°C) lower than the glass-transition temperature of 'the epoxy-resin (Tg z 500C Fig 5.22). It has also been
argued' 57 that the separation of touching conductor particles by
differential thermal expansion between the polymer and the conductor particles was responsible for the temperature switching.
Although no explicit indications are given the last two models
imply that the temperature switching is not necessarily a bulk
effect.

As far as the microstructure of •poliner resistors is concerned the
separation of a few contacts along the current path would be sufficient to increase the film resistivity. Since the voltage between two adjacent particles along the current path would be very
much higher than the average voltage calculated from the voltage
between the electrodes'59 and since the thermal conductivity of
the epoxy/conductor mixture is low (<10mW cm' K')' 60 the local
temperature inside the film can be expected to be very much higher
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than the bulk temperature. This could melt the polymer locally
and separate the conductor particles. Therefore, the experimental
resistivity transition temperatur't,which is bulk sample's temperature, is expected to be lower than the glass-transition temperature of the polymer.

It follows from the above argument that the applied field
should also produce the same effect. In fact, it has been reported'55
that the resistance of epoxy-resin/conductor (Cu, Ag, Au, Pb, Sn and
Bronze) mixtures switches to a high resistance state when a high
voltage - whose value increased from 100V to 2000 volts with
decreasing conductor volume fraction - was applied.
From the above discussion, both the resistivity transition
temperature and the increase in resistivity would be expected to
depend on particle shape since the voltage between the sharp edges
would be higher than the voltage between the smooth surfaces. This
is in fact seen in Figs 5.20 and 5.21 where the resistance of the
epoxy/Ag mixtures increases by about 100 times whereas the resistance of the epoxy/Fe mixtures, in which the Fe particles have
irregular shapes (Fig 5.6 c - d), increases by about 250 - 300
times within the same temperature range.

However, due to the

spread in transition temperatures, it is not clear whether the
transition temperature depends on the particle shape as well. For
the same reason, it is also difficult to decide if the transition
temperature is affected by the conductor volume fraction as well
as particle size distribution. Curing, however, was found to
increase the transition temperature and decrease both the steepness of the transition and the maximum resistance value (Fig 5.20).
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These effects are probably due to improved cross-linking of the polymer, which is known to increase the glass-transition temperature, 53
as well as the re-arrangement of the conductor particles during the
curing.

5.5 ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THICK FILN RESISTORS
AND DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS MODELS
In this section, the experimental results related to the
temperature and electric field characteristics of the commercial
thick film resistors will be presented and the models reviewed
earlier in Chapter 2, Section 2.4 will De discussed on the basis
of the new experimental evidence.
Temperature characteristics of polymer thick film resistors
having sheet resistivities of 1 Mc2i,100
and 10

10 K2/t3, 100 /O

/were measured between 85 - 375°K as described in

Chapter 4, Section 4.5. Resistance of cerrflet type TFRs having
sheet resistivities of 102 K210, 9.68 KO/E] and 0.945 Kc/ were
also measured within the same temperature range for comparison
purposes. For PIERs, the best fit to a straight line was obtained
by plotting lnR against l/T. Plots for the cermet TFRs however
always had a curved shape. The results are shown in Figs 5.24
and 5.25 and in Fig 5.26 for the polymer and cermet resistors respectively. The average activation energies calculated from the slopes at
different regions are also shown in the figures. The exception was the
10

resistor which was distinctly metallic in character. The var-

iation of resistance with temperature as shown in Fig 5.25 was very
different from that of the higher resistivity members of the family.
In this case, continuous conducting chains between the electrodes
exist and hence the resistor is metallic in character.
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The activation energy of PTFRs are one order of magnitude
higher than the activation energies associated with cermet TFRs and
tend to increase above 250°K. The common features of both families
are that the activation energies are smaller than the thermal energy
(kT) within the temperature range studied and increase at low temperatures. For PTFRs, the increase in activation energy is only
clearly seen for intermediate sheet resistivities (100 KQ/c and
O
10 KQ/o samples) at low temperatures (below about 110 K) whereas
cermet resistors show no straight-line region within the temperature range studied. As it would be expected the activation
energy of PTFRs decreases as the sheet resistivity decreases. For
cermet TFRs, however, (Fig 5.26) no similar changes in activation
energy is observed. The low activation energies associated with
high resistivity samples and the noisy behaviour of the 102 KWD
cermet TFR suggest that modifiers have been added to the system
by the manufacturer in order to obtain small TCR values. Since
this would change all the electrical characteristics of the resistor,
it is impossible to observe the common features of TFRs on this
particular series of cermet TFRs. It is also worth mentioning
that although the activation energy and TCR are changed in this
way the resistivity is affected very little.

The electric field characteristics of 1

and 100 K2/o

polymer TFRs were measured up to 106 Vm' as described in Chapter
4, Section 4.5. The samples with dimensions 1.5 x 1.5 x 0.02 mm
were screen printed and cured as described in Chapter 4, Section
4.3.2. The temperature rise for the 1 MQ/o sample was about
7 - 10°C during the experiment. The breakdown voltage, which
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decreased as sheet resistivity decreases, was about 550 volts
for the lOOKcl/o resistor and above 300 volts it was heated up
considerably. The resistors were found to be extremely sensitive to applied voltage. At about 400 volts, the change in resistance was --50% for the 1 MQ/o and .25% for 100 K/o resistor
whereas high temperature resistance measurements (Fig 5.32 ) indicate that the change in resistance between room temperature and
373°K (1000C) was about 13% for 1 M/o and about 12% for 100

K,'D.

The best fit to a straight line was obtained by plotting in (R/R0 )
where R0 is the resistance at low electric field, against
Fi where F is the applied electric field. The results are shown
in Fig 5.27.

If the high temperature parts (00 Z 4) in Fig 5.24 are
ignored the functional dependence of the data Shown in Figs 5.24
and 5.27 suggest that a thermally activated tunneling mechanism
is operative for at least 1 M/o and 100 Kc/o

polymer TFRs.

The resistivity for such a mechanism is given by (see Equs2.2 - 2.4, Chapter 2, Section 2.4);

p = p0 exp [ (

- Li)/kT]

Equ-5.6

where the activation energy at low electric field, N is

1
e2
- 147rc0 r •r +_s.
2

Equ-5.7

(i

Here r is the particle radius, s is the particle-to-particle
distance,E is the dielectric constant and e is the electronic

N
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Fig 5.27: Logarithmic resistance vs. F 2 for polymer TFRs.
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charge.

e3
= 24rr

Equ-5.8

F)

Equ-5.8 represents the reduction in electrostatic barrier height,
, caused by the electric field F and is valid 87 if

e
e
_____
24 sE F) > 41rE 0(r + s)

Equ-5.9

However, if Equ-5.9 is not satisfied, then an ohmic region is
expected""' at low electric fields.

The electric field characteristics shown in Fig 5.27 can be
satisfactorily explained using Equ-5.8. In fact, the dielectric
constant, E, calculated from the slopes of Fig 5.27 and Equ-58
for 1 Mc/o

and 100 Kcu/o resistors ( z 1.9 and c z 3.5 respect-

ively) are reasonable values for TFRs. However, the experimental
activation energies cannot simply be explained by Equ-5.6. For
the minimum particle radius (r = 0.075m, from Fig 5.28b, rz 0.075,2rn
seems to be a reasonable value) it is found that

= 5.16 and 2.80

meV for the 1 hQ/o and 100 K2/o resistors respectively.

These

values are lower than the experimental activation energies (Fig
5.24) and the thermal energy (kT z 7.35 meV at 850 K). In fact, it
has been shown 17 that if the charging energy is smaller than the
thermal energy, kT, then the process is not thermally activated
but instead either thermoionic emission or the bulk properties of
the insulating phase becomes dominant.

Moreover, if one calcul-

Fig 5.28: SEM micrographs of the conducting phase of a) cermet
TFRs b) polymer TFRs.
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ates the particle-to-particle distance from Equ-5.9 and Fig 5.27 for
the dielectric constants calculated, it is found that r + s z 2.2711m
and r + s z 1.28iini for the 1 1,nIE3 and 100 KQ/D resistors respectively.
For an average particle radius of l.iim, it is seen that

S

is larger

than the maximum tunneling distance (about 0.01im). 62

The temperature dependence of resistors at low temperatures
(below -100 K) is also difficult to explain by tunneling barrier
models. In these riodels, the increase in the temperature dependence
of resistance is explained in terms of the inaccessibility of the
conductor particles to charge carriers. However, since low resistivity samples would have wider particle size distributions (see
Fig 3.8) and more cross links between the chain segments, one might
expect the rate of increase of the temperature dependence of resistance in this region to decrease with decreasing sheet resistivity.
However, exactly the opposite is seen in Fig 5.24. The 100 2/0
resistor seems to be an exception but, because it has the largest
average particle size, much lower temperatures (about a few K) are
required to see the increase in the temperature dependence of this
resistor. Nevertheless, since it would have the thinnest barriers,
tunneling barrier models are expected to be best applied to this
particular composition.
Poole-Frenkel emission, that is, field assisted thermionic
emission from traps into the conduction band of the insulator, also
predicts the same functional temperature and electric field dependence as the tunnelling model. In this case, the resistivity expression has the same form as Equ-5.6, but

is now the barrier height

which is measured from the bottom of the conduction band of the
insulator (Fig 5.29).
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nd

Fig 5.29: One-dimensional potential-energy diagram illustrating
the Poole-Frenkel effect. A0 is the reduction i:n work
function, 0, caused by the applied field. (From ref 59).

The small activation energies observed in Figs 5.24 - 5.26 and in
many other TFRs would therefore imply that the fermi level, which is
midway between the conduction band and the electron energy level in
the conductor, lies very close to the insulator's conduction band.
The problem is to explain how this happens in TFRs.6' Moreover,
increase in activation energy with decreasing temperature cannot
be explained by Poole-Frenkel emission or any other non-tunneling
barrier models.

As far as the hopping models are concerned, although they can account
for the increase in activation energy at high temperatures, they
cannot explain the high activation energies at low temperatures.
Instead, hopping models predict a decrease in activation energy at
low temperatures.68'
69'
16' In addition, the electric field characteristics shown in Fig 5.27 (lnR= F) are not those of hopping conduction, which is expected to show oaSinh (mF).68'69
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Models based on tunneling through thin insulating layers
might be expected to be sensitive to differential thermal expansion
of the conductor and insulator components of the system. The effect
of differential thermal expansion on film resistivity has already
been discussed for the polymer/conductor mixtures in Section 5.4. In
that case, discussion was restricted to a limited temperature range
and did not involve a specific conduction process within the polymer
layer. However, on a microscopic scale, it is also necessary to consider
cxiciuctic through a thin insulator layer when it and its adjacent
conductor particles are heated.

No experimental study of the thermal expansion coefficients
of polymers or of carbon are known for the low temperatures covered in this work. However, it is reasonable to assume that the
expansion coefficient of the polymer is greater than that of the
conductor over the whole temperature range as is the case at room
temperature and so the effective barrier width increases as the temperature increases. Therefore the differential thermal expansion can
be expected to reduce the tunneling current and thus the temperature
sensitivity of the resistors with increasing temperature. This behaviour is expected to be more pronounced as the resistivity decreases.
But at low and high temperatures exactly the opposite is observed, as Fig
5.24 shows. Moreover if differential thermal expansion influences
the tunneling current effectively then no linear region on an
Arrherius plot would be expected. This is, however, not what is
observed in Fig 5.24.
At low temperatures when a well-cured polymer is a rigid
structure, the difference in expansion coefficients would result
in high local stresses. Since the logarithmic resistivity of the
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5L

polymers is proportional to (pressure)2

the temperature depend-

ence of the film resistivity due to local stresses is expected to
be exp(AT). However, any quantitative estimate of the effect
of local stresses on resistivity would depend on the precise
structural features of the polymer. In this project, the polymers
used were not sufficiently well characterized to pursue this analysis
but it could form the basis of some feature work.

From the above discussion, it is clear that particular
resistor characteristics can be explained by different models.
However, none is individually sufficient to explain all the resistor
characteristics. This would therefore suggest that more than one
mechanism or a new mechanism is operative.

5.6 PROPOSED ELECTRICAL CONDUCTION MECHANISM

In this section, an alternative model for the electrical
conduction process in high resistivity polymer thick film resistors
in which the barriers are thick for electrons to tunnel through
will be presented and the experimental results given earlier in
Section 5.5 for polymer TFRs will be discussed on the basis of this
model.

In the model presented here, the conductor particles act as ionized
aonors

(that is to say charged when they are ionized and neutral

when they capture an electron) in a disordered insulating matrix

in which the charge transfer mechanism is hopping. The model is
similar to one proposed by Jonscher and Ansari 162 and Jorischer163
to explain the photo-currents in SiO at high electric fields. It
is assumed that an electron trapped within a certain radius d of
the particle centre is likely to remain in this region, whereas an
electron that has sufficient energy to overcome the Coulomb potential
of the positively charged island and has moved beyond d is likely to
be liberated from the conductor particle (Fig 5.30). The liberated
electron then moves along the field direction by tunneling from one
localized energy level to another until it is captured by another
conductor particle located at a distance s where s > r, here r is
the radius of the conductor parti:cle.

Localised energy
levels

Conduction bani of the
insulator

Fermi level

Fig 5.30: Schematic illustration of energy levels in in
insulator/conductor mixture.
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In Appendix 2 it is shown that the conductivity, c, of such
a system can be given by

=

(0) exp

+ El
ci
W kT
]

Equ-5.1O

Here G(0) is a constant, W is the difference in the energies of
two energy states in the insulating matrix and E

is the average

ionization energy of the isolated conducting elements and is given
by Equ-A.19. It is rewritten here for convenience.

n
Ec = •

i

Equ-5.11

E•

where n is the number of conducting elements along the current
path and Ec1 is the ionization energy of the ith conducting element along the current path with radius r. Ec' is given by
Eq u-A. 13.

1

=

e2
47rCE0r i

-

_

2(

e3

F)2

Equ-5.12

Here e, E and c have the usual meanings and F is the electric
field strength. It should be noted that the averaging process is
taken along the current path and because of the particle grouping
(Chapter 3, Section 3.5) the radius r1 may be quite larger than
the average particle radius in the system.
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In deriving Equ-5.10 it was assumed that the insulating phase
is a disordered medium.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1

there is experimental evidence for cermet TFR's supporting this
assumption but for polymer TFRs no similar experimental work is
known.

Nevertheless, there are strong reasons to expect that the

insulating phase in polymer TFRs is also a disordered medium:

As discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.2 and Section
2.3.2, it is difficult to find the polymers in
crystalline state particularly if it is a thermosetting polymer.

In a polymer/ conductor mixture, the long polymer
molecules have to be bent between the conductor
particles. This would therefore destroy the
existing long-range order and introduce structural
disorder. The degree of disorder introduced in
this way depends on the number of conductor
particles in the system.

Some of the polymer molecules at the polymerconductor interface may react with the conductor
atoms at the surface .7° Thus the structure at
the interface would be different, probably highly
disordered than the polymer in the interparticle
space (Fig 5.31). A similar argument may also be
put forward to cermet TFRs. In this case, the interface structure would be different because of material
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diffusion, chemical reactions and the mismatch
between the lattice constants of the constituents.

Polymer

Conductor

Fig 5.31:

Schematic illustration of the structural disorder
in a polymer TFRs.

From the above discussion, it follows that the insulating
matrix in polymer TFR5 is not only disordered but also the degree
of disorder in the insulating region will increase with increasing
conductor volume fraction since it increases the number of particles in the system. Thus the density of localized energy states
would be expected to increase with increasing conductor volume
fraction and cannot be considered constant for even the same
resistor family. This

effton the temperature characteristics

of the resistor will be discussed in the next section.
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5.6.1 TEMPERATURE CHARACTERISTICS

In Equ-5.10, it is clearly seen that the activation energy
has two components: one is due to hopping, W, and the other arises
from the ionization energy of the conducting elements,

E, along

the current path. These two activation energies define the temperature characteristics of the resistor at different temperature
regions. Nevertheless, the temperature characteristics of the
resistors will be discussed in two temperature regions which are
defined by Ec1(max)/k where Ec1(max) is the ionization energy of
the smallest conducting element along the current path:

High temperature region (T>Eci(max)/k)

Low temperature region

1) High temperature region:

(T< Ec1 (max/k)

In this temperature region

Ec1(max) and therefore the average ionization energy E

in Equ-5.10

are smaller than kT. From the serial expansion, the conductivity
expression, Equ-5.10, can then be written as

W
E
= o(1 - Rr) exp(- RT)

Equ-5.l3

Although, the conductivity can no longer be expressed by lnRal/T
relation for temperatures much higher than E 1(max)/k, Ec/kT term
in Equ-5.13 will be too small and the conductivity will be defined
primarily by the hopping process which is known to show a high

activation energy above .2400K.68 As can be seen from Fig 5.24
(Section 5.5) the activation energies tend to increase above ._250°K
showing excellent agreement.

In this temperature region one of the common features of
TFRs is that the activation energy decreases as the film resistivity
decreases (Chapter 2, Section 2.4). This is clearly seen in Fig
5.24 for polymer TFRs. In tunneling barrier models (Chapter 2,
Section 2.4) the phenomena has been explained" in terms of the
increase in average particle size and cross linking with increasing conductor volume fraction. In the model presented here, it
is explained in a different way. As discussed earlier in this
section, the density of states in insulating matrix is expected
to increase as the number of conducting particles increases. The
activation energy term, W, in Equ 5.13, which is the hopping
activation energy, would therefore be reduced"' as the conductor
volume fraction increases.

If the conductor volume fraction is increased the particleto-particle distance will be so small that the particles may touch
each other at high temperatures because of the thermal expansion
of the conductor particles and complete the conducting channels.
Once this happens, the electrical characteristics of the film will
be determined by the conducting phase. In Fig 5.24, the activation energy of the low resistivity sample (100 /) increases
from about 0.9 meV to 7.8 meV within .-..130°K.

In fact, the acti-

vation energy of evaporated amorphous carbon"' and carbon black

71

have been reported to be about 10meV and 7.5meV respectively within

I i4

the same temperature range, which agree well with the measured value
above (7.8meV).
At high temperatures (T >273°K), another common feature of TFRs
is the resistivity minimum (Chapter 2, Section 2.4). This has been
explained61 in terms of a trade-off between the resistance of the
insulator layer and the conductor. Because the insulators' resistance decreases and the conductors' increases (which are assumed to be
metallic) with temperature, they may be equal at a certain temperature
and may give rise to a minimum in the resistivity vs. temperature plot.
Since the resistivity of carbon decreases as the temperature increases,70

'16

such a minimum is not expected for systems containing carbon as conducting phase. In fact, the high temperature characteristics of the polymer
resistors given in Fig 5.32 show no clear resistivity iiinimum. However,
the resistivity of the 10 K/D and 1 MWD resistors tends to saturate
at high temperatures (343<T <393 K) and suggests that the resistivity
minimum in these particular polymer resistors is probably overshadowed
by the sharp resistivity decrease around the melting point of the polymer.
A study of polymer resistors in which the polymer has a low softening
point and high melting point is needed to resolve this problem.
The sharp decrease in film resistance in Fig 5.32 at aDout 420°K
is probably caused by the melting of the polymer. OTA results for the same
resistive inks (Fig 5.33), which were cured under the same conditions
as their resistor counterparts, indicate that the resistors have an endothermic transition at about the same temperature (_.4130 K). Some polymer
TFRs have been reported 161 to show a resistivity increase at about the
temperature when an endothermic transition was recorded on DTA records.
It is probable that these reported results were affected by the technique employed to measure the film resistance, which involves dipping
the resistor into a solder bath.
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Fig 5.32: High temperature resistance variation of
polymer TFRs.
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2) Low temperature region: As the temperature decreases
below E1(max)/k, charge transfer from some of the conducting elements whose radius are the smallest will be a thermally activated
process because the thermal energy will no longer be readily
available for them. Depending on the detailed microstructure of
the current paths in the film, some of these conducting elements
will begin to contribute the activation energy and increase it.
For a minimum particle radius r = 0.075ijm and

= 1.9 such an

increase will begin at a critical temperature, Tc (T = Ec 1(n'Iax)/k
0
117 K.

In Fig 5.24, though such an increase in activation energy
for 100 KQ/o and 10 KQ/o is observed, the 1 N/o resistor does
not show an increase within the temperature range studied. This
is probably due to a decrease in the hopping activation energy, W,
at about the same temperature T

Ec1(fllaX)/k. This is schematically

illustrated in Fig 5.34.

As discussed earlier in this section, the density of states
in the interparticle region is expected to increase with decreasing
sheet resistivity. Since Th, the transition temperature from
nearest neighbour hopping to variable range hopping, is inversely
proportional to the density of states, 161 it will shift to lower
temperatures as the sheet resistivity decreases. Moreover, because
the radius of the smallest conducting element increases with
decreasing sheet resistivity, T c will also shift to lower temperatures. This is clearly seen for 100 Ku/n and 10 KQ/m polymer
TFRs in Fig 5.24 where the transition temperature shifts from
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about 111°K to about 101°K respectively.
FA

Fig 5.34: Schematic illustration of the cancelling effect.
The activation energy when T > E '
(max)/k.
Hopping activation energy decreases with
decreasing temperature.
Increase in activation energy due to conducting
elements for T<Ec1 (max)/k.
Experimental activation energy.
2 and 3 cancel each other for a limited temperature
range.

T

is the transition temperature from

nearest neighbour hopping to variable range hopping.

The increase in activation energy due to conducting elements
is expected to end below a certain temperature, T 5 , which may be
defined as Ec(min) >kT5 where E. (min)is the ionization energy
of the largest conducting element in the system. Once T s is
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reached, increase in activation energy will no longer be possible.
For rmax = l.Oiim and c = 2 this will be below 8.5°K. But, if W
continues to decrease, the overall activation energy, W +
in Equ-5.10 will continue to change until W becomes constant. In
fact, such an increase and decrease in activation energy has been
reported""' for carbon and cermet TFRs down to a few 0K.

5.6.2 ELECTRIC FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

Equ-A.15 suggests that there will be two contributions to
the electric field dependence of the conductivity. One is due to
the field dependence of the charge transfer from the conductor
particles and will depend on exp(CF) (C is defined below). The
other is due to the hopping process itself which has a Sinh (mE)
dependence 8169

The conductivity can therefore be written as

a (T, F) = a(T) exp(CF) Sinh(mF)

Equ-5.14

where C = 2(e 3 / 4TrcE 0 )/kT, m = ea/2kT and a(T) accounts for the
temperature dependence of the conductivity and will be treated as
a constant. Here

,

, e, k and T have the usual meanings and

a is the jump distance of the electrons in the insulating matrix.
On writing

Sinh(mF) =

{exp(mF) - exp(-mF)]

Equ-5.15

and inserting it in Equ-5.14, the conductivity can be written
as

(T,F) = a(T) exp(CF + mF)

[1 - exp(-2mF)]

Equ-5.16

In Equ-5.16, third term on the right hand side of the equation,
[(1 - exp(-2mF)], is an increasing function of F and will have a
value of 1 at high electric field. exp(CF 2 + mF) term in Equ-5.16
suggests that if mF/C0<< 1 then the electric field dependence of
the conductivity will be primarily defined by the field dependence
of the charge transfer from the conductor particles which has an
exp(CF2 ) dependence.

This condition can be written as

Equ-5.17

F<< •

when a = 20 nm68 ,

= 1.9 Equ-5.17 yields F = 5.5 x l0 V rn.

That is to say, for F <<3 x 10 Vn1 1 the field dependence of the
charge transfer from the conductor particles will primarily define
the electric field dependence of the resistor. In fact, the data
shown in Fig 5.27 was obtained below F = 10 6 Vm 1 and is well
within the predicted lnRF regime.
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In the model presented here, conducting particles are presumed to act as ionized donor centres within the insulating
matrix in which the conduction is by hopping.

Both the hopping

process and charge transfer from the donor centres contribute to
the temperature and electric field dependence of the conductivity.
At sufficiently high temperatures the activation energy of the
resistor is due to hopping process whereas at low temperatures
both processes contribute to the temperature dependence of the
conductivity. The effects of conductor particles on the temperature characteristics of the resistor are twofold: First,
through their physical sizes they control the ionization energy
of the donor centres. Second, introducing additional structural
disorder to the insulating matrix they alter the hopping activation energy.

Both effects are considered to be a dynamic

quantity of the conductor volume fraction and detailed microstructure of the constituents.

I U

CHAPTER

6

: CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
FUTURE WORK

This project was concerned with the factors which can influence conduction in polymer thick film resistors. The effect of the
most obvious parameters which might influence resistivity such as
conductor particle size distribution have provided the bulk of the
experimental work of the project and they have been confirmed as
the major controlling factors in film performance. The objectives
of the project were summarised in Section 1.5 and the results should
be reviewed in terms of these stated objectives. In particular, it
is important from an Engineering viewpoint to identify limiting
physical processes that may restrict the development or application
of the materials. The experimental work can then be related to a
sound theoretical model. This is particularly important in this
field since most commercial development of thick film materials has
been based on an empirical approach with little regard for any
limiting conduction processes.

This section attempts to correlate the project results with the
initial objectives; to show where successful experimental and theoretical agreement has been established; where problems remain and the
type of experiment that might be undertaken to resolve the outstanding
questions. The main problems in the project arose from the difficulty
in controlling the experimental variables and also from the lack of
commonly agreed mechanisms which could be called from the literature.
These problems arise from the structural complexity of the films and
the difficulty in relating them to electrical measurements. The

extensive literature review which forms the basis of Chapters 2
and 3 emphasise the range of theories which are applicable to
polymer and cermet resistors but it also emphasises how far we are
from a commonly agreed conduction mechanism.

Polymer resistors have poorer thermal stability than
cermet materials: TCR values are typically one order of magnitude
higher. For many high quality applications, this immediately
makes them unacceptable. However, if substrates of high thermal
conductivity are used, close thermal coupling gives good ratio
tracking which is all that is required for many instrumentation
applications. The comparison of polymer resistors on alumina and
enamelled steel substrates showed small reductions in resistivity
and TCR. The glazed coating over the steel substrate contains substantial metallic impurities which may be interacting with the polymer surface to give slightly enhanced conductivity. The effect was
reproducible and should not restrict the applications.

The most important experimental and theoretical sections of
this project are concerned with the variation of film resistivity
with changing conductor volume fraction and particle size distribution. The limiting cases of quasi-insulator and metallic behaviour confirm the classical theory but the important range for
resistors is the transition range near the critical conductor volume fraction where resistivity is a very sensitive function of composition and structure. This poses very basic problems of reproducability in sample formulation particularly when the films consist
only of a dispersion of conductor particles in a polymer. However,
the segregation and mixing techniques developed for this project
gave good experimental reproducibility.
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The critical volume fractions of polymer/conductor mixtures
were found to be higher than those of cermet resistors and compressed
powder mixtures prepared from the same conducting powders and glass
spheres. Although the low critical volume fractions of powder mixtures
and cermet resistors can be explained by a variety of classical models,
these models were found to be inappropriate for polymer resistors. This
has been explained in terms of structural differences in the insulating
phases. In cermet resistor pastes the insulator is particulate, thus
promoting conducting channel formation between and around the insulating particles whereas in polymer resistor pastes, there is a liquidlike insulator and therefore it may be expected to have little influence
on conducting channel formation. In the latter case, conducting channel
formation (and thus the critical volume fraction) is considered to be
influenced mainly by the conductor particle size distribution.

A model based on the contact probability for the conducting
particles has been developed to show how the conductor volume fraction
and the conductor particle size distribution influence the width and
position of the metal-insulator transition in polymer resistors. It
predicts that as the particle size range broadens, the critical volume fractions shift to lower values and the width of the metal-insulator region decreases. It gives good agreement with the experimental
results. Unlike, the models proposed in the literature, this model
does not predict the film resistivity. This may be considered as
a

weakness but, using the similarities between the physical mean-

ings of the critical percolation probability and the critical contact probability, one can always describe the sample behaviour in
terms of percolation theory and then make use of the empirical
equation which describes resistivity in the metallic region.
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The concept of critical contact probability has been successfully used to characterise the blending curve of polymer resistors.
Using two critical contact probabilities, it has been shown that
reproducible intermediate sheet resistivities and resistors with
high resistivity and relatively low TCR values can be prepared by
controlling the particle size distribution and average particle
size. However, the exact values of critical contact probabilities
are not known. The highest critical contact probability can be
obtained from the computer studies of hard-core spheres (circles)
percolating in a continuous insulating medium. But the determination of the lowest critical contact probability is more difficult and has not been attempted in this project. It would require
resistivity measurement as a function of contact probability. In
the first instance, this might best be done by painting conducting
circles on a semi-insulating paper and then extending the results
to 3 dimensions. Throughout, this project, samples were treated as
3-dimensional. However, many simulations of particle distributions
are most easily done in 2-dimensions and in any future work the
fabrication of experimental samples to explore the 2-0 to 3-0 transition could prove a very powerful technique.

It would not be surprising if particle shapes also have
similar effects to those of particle size distribution in
polymer resistors since any deviation from spherical shape would
also increase the contact between particles. This effect is
expected to be smaller than that of particle size distribution.
However, it is desirable to express the contact probability both
in terms of the particle shape and the size distribution to have
a better perspective of what could be achieved by optimizing these

structural parameters. The approach adopted to calculate the
effects of particle size distribution in this study and Kusy's
formulation for particle shapes may be used in such analyses.

There is some evidence from the experimental results of this
project and from computer simulation
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that settling of cond-

uctor particles towards the lower film surface occurs and this
clearly influences the formation of conducting chains. Unlike
the model used to describe the influence of particle shape and
size distribution in random dispersions, settling is related to the
physical properties of both phases. In particular, since it is a
dynamic process, the particle density and viscosity of the polymer
will be significant. Only one polymer was used in this project
since the objective was to provide an overview of the performance
of the whole class of materials. However, it must be recognised
that a very large number of polymer formulations are readily
available and in any future work, this should be used as a major
experimental variable to assess the influence of cross-linking and
polymerisation on resistor performance. In this project settling
could only be made reproducible by adopting a consistent sample preparation technique. For the future, settling could be controlled
by the type of polymer used and its curing conditions. The theory
required to describe blending curves might then have to be based
on layers of 2-dimensional networks. This is similar to the approach used to consider spreading resistance in semiconductors and
there might be an important analogue to pursue as a first analysis..

Polymer-conductor mixtures with high conductor volume fractions
showed temperature switching effects. It was demonstrated that the
effect was caused by the rupture of metallic filaments. Increased
bulk temperature, possibly assisted by local Joule heating resulted
in rupture of the metallic chains and hence a sharp increase in
resistance. The effect does not appear to be influenced by the
conductor particle size distribution but it was dependent on the
thoroughness of the curing cycle experienced by the polymer.

Temperature switching is the most obvious result of the
large difference in expansion coefficients of metal and polymer.
With a range of polymer compositions, this theory could be tested
in two ways: by using polymers with different expansion coefficients and by controlling the rigidity of the whole film by the
degree of cross linking produced during the cure cycle. Polymers
with the required range of properties to test these theories are
available but the experimental programme would be extensive and
it has been beyond the scope of this work.

The statistical description of polymer resistors where prediction of behaviour is based on the contact probability of conducting particles has worked well over the whole composition range.
However, if the materials are to be used as resistors, interest is
restricted to the region around the critical volume fraction where
there is a rapid variation of conductivity with composition. To
predict the performance limits of any family of epoxy/conductor mixtures it is necessary to consider the mechanism of conduction in
this transition region in more detail. This has proved to be difficult experimentally.

Close to the critical volume fraction, the mixture consists
of chains of conductor particles separated by thin polymer barrier
layers. The samples used are much larger than these barrier dimensions so the measured resistance is likely to be due to the effects
of many barriers and the relative effect of individual barrier
layers is unknown. For the derivation of a blending curve or prediction of critical volume fraction, it is only possible to deal
with the conductor particle distribution and the incidence of insulating barriers statistically. However, if the film performance
as a function of temperature or field is to be controlled the detailed conduction path and the effect of single dominant barrier
layers must be described.

The field dependence of resistor films was found to follow
a relationship of the form lnR ct F and for temperature the best
expression was Ln RaT'. The data, particularly that for temperature dependence cannot be adequately explained by models which
have been proposed in the literature. A model has been proposed
in Chapter 5 to account for the observed characteristics. It
considers the conductor particles to be donor centres in the insulating matrix and conduction through the thin insulating barriers
is by a hopping process. Although this model has some success in
explaining the experimental results at low temperatures, it faces
serious conceptual problems at higher temperatures where the thermal
energy is greater than the derived value of hopping energy. This
represents an impasse which it does not appear possible to resolve
on the basis of the existing experimental data.
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Although the experimental approach was used in this project
is a reasonable starting point for investigation of polymer resistors,
the physical structure is still too complex to relate uniquely to any
model. The biggest problem arises from the fact that in the composition range of interest, there are many almost-complete conductor
chains. The total resistance measured is a complex function of the
contribution of many thin insulator barrier layers and the relative
influence of each barrier may vary as a function of temperature.
The large differential expansion coefficient between conductor and
polymer may induce sufficient stress to alter the critical filament path which determines the measured resistance. The suggestions
offered earlier to use different epoxy formulations might resolve
this problem at either extreme, i.e. by controlling expansion coefficients and by producing a sufficiently rigid structure so that
the conduction path does not change with temperature. Effects
similar to differential expansion could be introduced by bending
the substrate to stress the resistor layer.

A further simplification of the experimental structure could
be produced by a quasi 2-dimensional sample. With epoxy of appropriate viscosity, it may be possible to dip coat or spread the film
so that its thickness was of the same order as the conductor particle size. Chain formation could be controlled by adding glass
spheres with the same particle size distribution as the conductors
to the mixture. This reduces the theoretical problem to a more
manageable 2-dimensional level which might offer new consistency
than has been possible with the 3-dimensional case used in this
project.
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The results obtained in the present work indicate certain
ways of improving the electrical properties of polymer thick film
resistors. They are:

To obtain reproducible intermediate sheet resistivities
a wide transition region is necessary and hence tight
control of the conductor particle size distribution is
essential.

Because the thickness of the polymer layer between the
particles is relatively smaller and is more homogeneous for values of conductor volume fractions below
the critical volume fractions for narrow particle
size ranges, resistors with high resistivities and
small temperature coefficients of resistance values
can be prepared by controlling the particle size distribution and choosing the appropriate average particle
size.

Unlike the cermet resistors in wic tie insulating phase has
a glass tra-nsition and melting temperatures far above.
the practical operational temperatures of the resistors,
the insulating phase in polymer resistors has low glasstransition and melting temperatures. Although these
features of the polymers might be improved, probably at
the expense of the sheet resistivity, by using high molecular weight, highly cross-linked polymers they may limit
the use of polymer resistors in some high voltage, high
current and high temperature applications.
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APPENDIX

1

CALCULATION OF CONTACT PROBABILITY

In this appendix the contact probability of the conductor
particles is calculated for PTFR's, in which the conductor particles
have a given size distribution. It is assumed that the particles are
spherical in shape and distributed to form a single cubic structure
in 3D (corresponding to a square lattice in 2D) (Fig A.l) so that
the centre-to-centre distance (lattice constant), L, is given by

li
L = (V/N)'
3

Equ-A.1

where V is the sample's volume and N is the number of particles in
the system and is given by

Equ-A.2

Here V1 is the total volume of the ith group of particles whose
volume is v1 =

r1 3 , r i is the radius of the ith particle, and

V = Vm where V is the total conductor volume.
If the particles in the system described above are of uniform
size, v = v = .! r3 , each particle in the system will touch its
neighbours at a conductor volume fraction V. = Tr/6, which implies
L = 2r, ensuring that the whole system is conducting for conductor
volume fractions higher than rr/6.

However, if the particles have

I
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Fig A.l: Schematic representation of the system in 2D.

a size distribution, two adjacent particles with radius r1 and
will touch each other as soon as L< r + r (Fig A.l) or
alternatively when

L - r1

Equ-A.3

Since for each particle pair r and r are different and, for a
given system, L can only be changed by changing the conductor
volume fraction, each pair will be in contact at different conductor volume fractions.

Thus, unlike the case of uniform size

particles, finding a few pairs in contact will not be enough to
ensure that the whole system is conducting. Therefore, a quantity
which shows how well the particles in the system are connected to
each other is required.
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Because, for a given system and conductor volume fraction, L
is constant the probability of finding two particles with radius
and r at a distance L from each other can be written.

Equ-A.4

iij = f(r) x f(r)

Here f(r) is the probability of finding a particle with radius
in the system. Equ-A.4 can be considered as the contact
probability of two neighbouring particles in the system described
above provided that r satisfies Equ-A.3.

Although only the nearest neighbours can satisfy Equ-A.3,
there exists a finite, non-zero probability J ik that the kth
particle (r min:5 r :5 rmax where rmin and rmax are the radius of
the smallest and largest particles respectively) could also be
near the ith particle and satisfy Equ-A.3. Therefore a certain
randomness is introduced into the system. For a uniform particle
size distribution, f(r1 ) =

(r

- r) where ó (r

- r)

is the

Dirac delta function and r is the radius of the particles; randomness is not important since the individual particles cannot be
distinguished.

In fact, in this case J

ij

(Equ-A.4) is always

equal to 1 and Equ-A.3 determines whether all or none of the particles in the system are in contact.

For a system having a non-uniform particle size distribution
both Equ-A.3 and Equ-A.4 can only describe individual pairs. Such
a system can then be conveniently described by a contact probability which may be defined as the ratio of the probability sums
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of the potential contacts, I, to all possible combinations, I,
Since the actual number of particles which satisfy

=C

Equ-A.3 is limited (Fig A.2) the probability sum of the potential
contacts, 1

will always be smaller than I.

f(r)

ri

rmi n

r

L - r1

riiax
Radius

Fig A.2: Probability distribution of particle radius in a manyparticle system.

From Equ-A.3, Equ-A.4 and Fig A.2,

'c

can be calculated.

To avoid counting pairs of particles twice the integral limits
have been adjusted and the result is given by
L/2
IC

=

ff

rmax
f(r) x f(r) drdr

rmin L - r

rmax rmax

+f f

f(r) x f(r)drdr

L/2 r
Equ-A.5
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Since V. = V m xf(vi) where f(v) is the probability of finding
a particle with volume v1 in the system, from Equ-A.1 and Equ-A.2.
L is

1/

13
L

-

-

I

f

__________ I
max f(V.)
•1
V
vi dvi]
I

Vmin

1

=r

[J

Equ-A. 6

Vmax__
f(V1)1'3
V11
V min

where Vmin and Vmax are the volume of the minimum and maximum
particles respectively. The probability sum of all possible
combinations can be defined as I =c

+ 'nc

where

'nc

is the

probability sum of the combinations that cannot satisfy Equ-A.3
and given .by

L/2

L - r.
1

f f

'nc

f(r1 ) x f(r)drdr

Equ-A.7

=

The contact probability

'c

can easily be calculated for

a constant volume distribution function, f(v1 ) = Cl. From the
normalization condition
00

f

f(vi) dv1 = 1

Equ-A.8
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Cl is given by

Equ-A.9

Cl = 1/VmaxVin

and from

Equ-A.6

and

Equ-A.9

L is found

1/3

1/3
471)

L = (-

11

1

ln(x)J

l

3 -

rmin
.

I

Equ-A.1O

m

Here x = r max /rmin is the radius ratio of the minimum and maximum
particles in the system and for a constant volume distribution
function it repr'eserits the width of the particle size distribution.
Because f(v) = const. the particle radius distribution function,
f(r), is also constant.

Therefore from

Equs-A.5 - A.7

if follows

that

PC =

where

A=

(x - 1)2 - 2(-

1)2

Equ-A.11

(x - 1)2

L/rmin.

From

Equ-A.11

the width of the transition region, LXV, which

is defined as the difference between the critical volume fractions
VA (P 1 ) and V8

(i.e. the volume fractions corresponding to

the critical contact probabilities P

h

and P1 ) for a constant volume

(size) distribution fucntion is then given by
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= v8

() - V (P1)

( x 3 - l)c
181nx

1

( [1+( —

(x

1
- [1+(1

1) (x1)]3

Equ—A.12
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APPENDIX

2

: CALCULATION OF CONDUCTIVITY

In this appendix, an expression for the electrical conductivity of the insulator/conductor mixtures described in
Chapter 5, Section 5.6 will be calculated assuming that the conduction within the conducting elements can be ignored.
According to the model, in the charge generation process
(ionization of donor centre) an electron requires an energy to
overcome the Coulomb potential of the ith positively charged
conductor particle. This energy, E1, has been calculated by
Neugebauer and Webb

86

and Hill 17 and is given by

e2
i
Ec = 41wc0r -

Here, e,

2(e

F)

I

Equ-A.13

and e have the usual meanings, F is the applied

electric field and r is the average radius of the ith conducting element. If this energy is supplied only thermally then the
probability for an electron to escape from the ith conducting
element at a bulk temperature T, P e1' is given by

P

e

aexP(Ec/kT)

Equ-A.14
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The total probability, P, for an electron to overcome the Coulomb
potential of the charged conducting element and then tunnel
through the localized energy levels will be

P = P

where P

h

e

X

P

Equ-A.15

is the hopping probability and given by"'

c exp [- - w

- 2a R]

Equ-A.16

Here W is the difference in the energies of two states, R is the
distance between the two localised states and ais a constant whose
value depends on the concentration of energy levels. Therefore,
from Equs-A.14, A.15 and A.16, the probability P will be

W+ E
Paexp --TT c

2cxR]

Equ-A.17

Since the conductivity, G, of such a system is proportional
to the probability' 61 P, the conductivity will have the form

= G(0) exp

W + E
c
—F7

- 2RJ

where a(0) is a constant and Ec1 is given by Equ-A.13.

Equ-A.18

j5

It should be noted that in Equ-A.18 E1 is the ionization
energy of the ith conducting element. For the whole film it may
be replaced with an average value, E, defined as

=

1

E

Equ-A.l9

i

Here n is the total number of isolated conducting elements along
the current paths. E c is now the average ionization energy of
the isolated conducting elements whose radius may be several
times bigger than the radius of the individual conducting particles.
The averaging process involves the conducting elements along the
current path and may require detailed information about the microstructure of the film.
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